Margherita Pryor
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region 1
5 Post Office Square
Boston MA 02109

July 25, 2022

Dear Margherita:
We are pleased to submit Massachusetts Bays National Estuary Partnership (MassBays’) application for
funding to implement our Federal Fiscal Year 2022 Section 320 Workplan. MassBays staff and regional
coordinators have significant accomplishments to report from this past year. As of June 30, we have:
Ó Identified target extent and conditions for saltmarsh, eelgrass, and tidal mud flats in our 47
embayments.
Ó Completed our new online Ecohealth Tracking Tool, which will serve as our web-based State of
the Bays reporting system.
Ó Coordinated a session at the Massachusetts Association of Conservation Commissions’ Annual
Meeting, with presentations from all RCs making the case for long-term monitoring of habitat
restoration projects.
Ó Engaged volunteers across the region in herring counts, eelgrass monitoring, water sampling and
beach monitoring, restoration projects, and invasive species management.
Ó Developed revised Risk Categories for both interpreting cyanobacteria data for the public and
reporting results to health agents, which was accepted by health agents and Massachusetts DPH
for the 2022 monitoring/reporting season. (Cape Cod RSP)
Ó Conducted in-depth monitoring in Salem Sound and Salem Harbor to inform resource
management and investment in new water infrastructure. (Lower North Shore RSP)
Ó Served in a leadership role to develop EJ/DEI resources for the NEPs (Metro Boston RSP), and
worked with the Mystic River Ambassador to identify impacted and exposed target audiences.
Ó In the Great Marsh, completed impact assessments of chemical treatment of Phragmites and
extent of microplastics. (Upper North Shore RSP)
Ó Presented interim results of a long-term study to document marsh migration, thanks to the
participation of private dock owners along the North and South Rivers who have been recording
changes in the adjacent marsh for five years. (South Shore RSP)
MassBays’ Management Committee reviewed and approved this application, and endorsed the tasks
included as important steps toward implementing our CCMP. Please do not hesitate to contact us if you
have any comments, suggestions, or concerns regarding the workplan.
Sincerely,
Pam DiBona
Juliet Simpson
Executive Director
Management Committee Chair
Massachusetts Bays National Estuary Partnership
pamela.dibona@mass.gov
339-368-0608 (cell)
cc:
Bob Chen, Interim Dean, UMass Boston School for the Environment
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Acronyms and Abbreviations
ANEP
APCC
BCG
BHEN
BU
CC
CCC
CCCD
CCMP
CCS
CCWRRP
CPR
CS
CSA
CSO
CWA
NEPCWG
CZM
DCR
DEP
DER
DMF
DPW
ED
EDA
EJ
EPA
ENHC
ESG
ETT
FTE
GOMC
IRWA
ISA
LGC
LID
LNS
LOE
MC
Mass Audubon
MassBays
MassDOT
MassDPH
MB
MBL
MCCA
MET
MIT Sea Grant
MMC
MOP
MOTN
MME

Association of National Estuary Programs
Association to Preserve Cape Cod
Biological Condition Gradient
Boston Harbor Ecosystem Network
Boston University
Cape Cod (MassBays Region)
Cape Cod Commission
Cape Cod Conservation District
Comprehensive Conservation and Management Plan
Center for Coastal Studies
Cape Cod Water Resources Restoration Project
Coastal Pollution Remediation (CZM Grant Program)
Central Staff (MassBays Boston Office)
Citizen Science Association
Coastal States Organization or Combined Sewer Overflow
Federal Clean Water Act
National Estuary Program Coastal Watershed Grant Program
MA Office of Coastal Zone Management
MA Department of Conservation and Recreation
MA Department of Environmental Protection
MA Department of Fish and Game, Division of Ecological Restoration
MA Department of Fish and Game, Division of Marine Fisheries
Department of Public Works
Executive Director, MassBays
Estuary Delineation and Assessment
Environmental Justice
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Essex Natural Heritage Commission
Ecosystem Services Gradient
Ecohealth Tracking Tool
Full-time Equivalent
Gulf of Maine Council on the Marine Environment
Ipswich River Watershed Association
Interagency Service Agreement
Local Governance Committee
Low Impact Development
Lower North Shore (MassBays Region)
Level of Effort
Management Committee
Massachusetts Audubon Society
Massachusetts Bays National Estuary Partnership
MA Department of Transportation
MA Department of Public Health
Metro Boston (MassBays Region)
Marine Biological Laboratory
Massachusetts Coastal Condition Assessment
Massachusetts Environmental Trust
MIT Sea Grant College Program
Massachusetts Marine Collective
Massachusetts Oyster Project
Marine & Oceanographic Technology Network
Massachusetts Marine Educators
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Acronyms and Abbreviations, continued
MPG
MS4
MVP
MVPC
MWRA
MRWC
MyRWA
NECC
NEP
NEPORT
NERACOOS
NHDES
NOAA
NPS
NRCS
NS
NSRWA
NU
NUMSC
NWF
NWR
O&M
ORD
OST
PFAS
PIE-Rivers
PRNWR
QA/QC
QAPP
RC
RCC
RPA
RSP
SLL
SLR
SS
SSCW
SSL
SSU
STAC
TNC
TTOR
UHI
UMB
UNH
UNS
USFWS
USGS
WAA
WBNERR
WHOI
WWTP

Multipurpose Program Grant
Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems
Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness
Merrimack Valley Planning Council
Massachusetts Water Resources Authority
Merrimack River Watershed Council
Mystic River Watershed Association
Northern Essex Community College
National Estuary Program
NEP On-line Reporting Tool
Northeast Regional Association of Coastal and Ocean Observing Systems
New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
National Park Service
Natural Resources Conservation Service
North Shore (LNS + UNS MassBays regions)
North and South Rivers Watershed Association
Northeastern University
Northeastern University Marine Science Center
National Wildlife Federation
National Wildlife Refuge
Operations and Management Plan
Office of Research and Development, EPA
Office of Science and Technology, EPA Headquarters
Per- and PolyFluoroAlkyl Substances
Parker-Ipswich-Essex Rivers Restoration Partnership
Parker River National Wildlife Refuge
Quality Assurance/Quality Control
Quality Assurance Project Plan
Regional Coordinator
Restoration Coordination Center (Cape Cod)
Regional Planning Agency
Regional Service Provider
Stone Living Lab
Sea Level Rise
Staff Scientist, MassBays OR South Shore (MassBays Region)
Salem Sound Coastwatch
Sustainable Solutions Lab
Salem State University
Science and Technical Advisory Subcommittee, MassBays
The Nature Conservancy
The Trustees of Reservations
Urban Harbors Institute
University of Massachusetts Boston
University of New Hampshire
Upper North Shore (MassBays Region)
United States Fish and Wildlife Service
United States Geological Survey
Watershed Action Alliance
Waquoit Bay National Estuarine Research Reserve
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
Wastewater Treatment Plant
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A. Summary
2021-2022 Progress and Accomplishments
In our annual NEPORT reporting to EPA for October 2020 through September 2021, MassBays
submitted documentation of 154 acres of habitat restored, as well as more than 3 miles of fish runs, and
leveraged funding of more than $2million during the NEPORT reporting period of October 1, 2020
through September 30, 2021. This translates to $4 cash and in-kind support secured for every $1 invested
by EPA. Leveraged funds are in addition to the 1:1 non-federal resources put forward as direct match to
EPA’s funding under CWA §320.
Restoration targets for coastal habitat extent and condition have been finalized for
eelgrass, salt marsh, and tidal flats, and are being incorporated into MassBays’ Comprehensive
Conservation and Management Plan (CCMP), with work underway to develop targets for diadromous fish
habitat. We acknowledge the significant assistance received from EPA’s Office of Research and
Development (ORD) and Office of Water/Office of Science and Technology (OW) to implement the
Biological Condition Gradient for this purpose.
With help from EPA OW, MassBays now has a Data Exploration Tool, which provides MassBays’ RCs
and Boston staff ready access to data compiled in the EDA, as well as the historic data sets and
categorization of embayments that were prepared for the BCG process. Then, with EPA Exchange
Network Grant funding (2018 award, Grant No. OS-83941701-1), this June MassBays completed a publicfacing interactive data mapping tool, the Ecohealth Tracking Tool (ETT) available at
www.MassBaysEcohealth.org.
Completed an internal program review process which resulted in identification of a new host
entity for MassBays. We submit this proposed workplan as a Center within the University of
Massachusetts Boston’s School for the Environment, the result of a thorough and thoughtful process
initiated and carried out by MassBays’ MC and based on a vote of Committee members. Consideration of
the transition process to date has encompassed everything from transfer of funds and projects to
repositioning of staff as Research Staff at the University.
“Exploring stakeholders’ ecosystem services perceptions across Massachusetts Bays
using deliberative valuation” was submitted for review to Environmental Management in April
2022 by UMass Boston researchers with MassBays staff as co-authors. This report documents the process
and results MassBays used to identify ecosystem benefits provided by eelgrass, salt marshes, and tidal
flats that are important to local community members.
New connections to environmental justice communities were established when MassBays
became a partner on an NSF planning grant, and the ED facilitated four workshops with members of
underserved communities in Plymouth and Falmouth (Herring Pond Wampanoag and Cape Verdean
communities, respectively). With assistance from the Mystic River Urban Waters Ambassador, MassBays
Regional Coordinators now have new tools for identifying and reaching out to local EJ communities
In Salem, the RSP assisted in expanding the urban forest through meetings with neighborhood
associations, a Facebook page and introductory video, and volunteers – in the first season they planted
more than 400 trees in Environmental Justice (EJ) neighborhoods. This effort, in collaboration with
DCR, is a “Greening Gateway Cities” project.
Healthy Estuaries Grant Program projects were completed, including a relaunch of the
Merrimack River Watershed Council’s water quality and bacteria monitoring on the lower portion of the
river; research to develop design standards for docks and piers in the vicinity of eelgrass, an inventory of
Belle Isle Marsh, Boston’s last remaining salt marsh; and monitoring in Cape Cod Bay to characterize the
extent and impacts of coastal acidification.
Massachusetts Bays National Estuary Partnership
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MassBays made two successful applications for additional funding: 1) a NOAA Project of Special Merit to
improve reliability and support more up-to-date mapping of eelgrass in Massachusetts waters, and 2) an
EPA Exchange Network project to develop tools to help local monitoring groups improve data
management practices, as well as analyze and share their data with multiple audiences. Both projects are
underway.
See Section B, Completed Major Projects, for more detail on these and other accomplishments.
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2022-2023 Proposed Work
Highlights of proposed new work for the coming year include:
• Submitting MassBays’ CCMP. While developing the habitat targets for the final CCMP,
MassBays has already implemented many actions included in the plan submitted in 2019. We will
submit the final document to EPA in the first quarter of our grant award period, including updates to
all sections and actions as needed, as well as planned spending under the Bipartisan Infrastructure
Law (BIL, the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act of 2021).
• Establishing a new Center at University of Massachusetts Boston. Within its new host
entity, MassBays will become a Center within the School for the Environment (SFE) on the Boston
Harbor campus, and MassBays will become research staff at the institution. Along with this shift,
MassBays will develop an updated Finance Plan to accompany the CCMP to incorporate new
funding opportunities and partnerships enabled by our new host arrangement.
• Final reporting on a project to increase agency confidence in eelgrass maps used for
project review and ocean planning. MassBays is leading this Project of Special Merit with
funding from NOAA, and in collaboration with CZM. The goal is to facilitate comparison across
remote sensing methods for eelgrass mapping.
• Investigate aquaculture-eelgrass interactions to inform policy. With MIT Sea Grant,
MassBays will convene workshops to identify and discuss interactions between aquaculture and
eelgrass.
• Launch MassWateR. With funding from EPA’s Exchange Network Grant Program, MassBays will
publish an R package which monitoring partners can use to carry out QA/QC data analysis according
to DEP and EPA standards.
• Expanding support to underserved and environmental justice communities. All RSPs,
along with Central Staff, will use information provided by the Mystic River Urban Waters Ambassador
to offer direct assistance and capacity-building to facilitate community input into decision making.
• Monitoring and restoring blue mussels at the mouth of the North and South Rivers.
The South Shore RSP will launch a multi-year shellfish restoration project in the near-subtidal and
low-intertidal zones to benefit migratory shorebirds and restore a crucial hard-bottom species.
• Monitoring for sea brook trout in Manchester-by-the-Sea. The Lower North Shore RSP will
begin a citizen monitoring program to record temperatures in Sawmill Brook and Cat Brooks and
sample environmental DNA for sea brook trout, herring and rainbow smelt.
• Incorporating socioeconomic variables into restoration planning. The Metro Boston RSP
will identify and compile data for socio-economic variables to assess relationships among stressor,
resource, and socio-economic factors to inform priorities for restoration efforts in environmental
justice areas.
• Reviewing bylaws for climate resiliency. In cooperation with Greenscapes and with funding
from EEA, the Upper North Shore RSP will review and provide model bylaws for municipalities across
the North Shore, encompassing stormwater, zoning, wetlands, and subdivision bylaws.
Specific proposed MassBays-wide and regional tasks are described in Section C, New and Ongoing
Projects.
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Staffing and Management
MassBays’ Management Committee sets priorities for the program, and fosters partnerships for diverse
engagement in our work. Committee members for the period July 1, 2021 through June 30, 2022 are
listed in Attachment A.
With this workplan, MassBays begins work with a new host entity, the University of Massachusetts
Boston School for the Environment (SFE). This host decision is the result of a process initiated and
carried out by MassBays’ MC to evaluate hosting alternatives for MassBays in 2021 at the
recommendation of an ad hoc Program Evaluation Subcommittee. The Subcommittee cited language in
MassBays’ Structure and Operating Procedures stating that such an evaluation would take place
“periodically;” in addition, EPA’s findings from previous Program Evaluations pointed out that MassBays
should seek opportunities for more independent communications and diverse funding opportunities. A
separate Evaluation Team led by the MC Chair was delegated by the MC to solicit Statements of Interest
from potential host institutions. The seven-member team included MC representatives from business,
nonprofit organizations, academia, and a state agency. Evaluation criteria were vetted by the MC, then
used to carry out a transparent and objective Analytical Hierarchy Process through which those criteria
were weighted in terms of importance to MassBays’ operations and sustainability. EPA Region 1 provided
critical input regarding considerations of host capacities, timelines, and lessons learned from similar
evaluations undertaken by other NEPs. A final vote by the MC determined that MassBays should pursue
hosting by UMass Boston contingent on satisfactory responses to final questions regarding program and
communication autonomy, adequate office space, confirmed return on indirect, and equivalent salaries
and benefits for staff.
Final terms of the agreement reached between the MC and UMass Boston include a transition to the new
host to be completed by October 1, 2022 with the following confirmed and in place:
• MassBays will be a Center within SFE. As a Center, the Director has the authority to hire,
evaluate, and with due process remove staff in accordance with HR procedures.
• MassBays personnel will be Professional Staff Union-represented research staff at the University,
with authority as principal investigators to seek diverse funding initiate and implement funded
programs.
• UMass Boston will provide the following:
o In-kind technical, communications and outreach, and development assistance.
o Office space for up to five staff, and meeting space.
o Fiscal management, IT, and HR services.
o Photocopiers and printers, computers and software, and internet and phone services.
• MassBays will apply UMass Boston’s federally negotiated indirect rate (currently 52.5%) to the
following line items: salaries, fringe, contracts, pieces of equipment less than $5000, travel, and
the initial $25,000 of subawards in the first year of any multi-year agreements.
• SFE will provide 30% return on indirect costs incurred on MassBays funds to MassBays at the
close of the fiscal year; these funds will be used by the program to implement the MassBays CCMP
as endorsed by the MC in the annual workplans.
Executive Director Pam DiBona is responsible for the overall management of the program, including
reports to EPA and other funders; staff supervision, including oversight of Regional Service Providers in
line with contracts. She works closely with the Management Committee Chair to guide organizational
development, including strategic planning and communications, and securing supplemental funding to
implement the CCMP.
Staff Scientist Prassede Vella is MassBays’ lead for all MassBays monitoring and technical reporting
efforts. She coordinates the Healthy Estuaries Grant Program, staffs the Science and Technical Advisory
Subcommittee to our Management Committee, and collaborates with institutional partners to generate
data critical to MassBays CCMP implementation.
Massachusetts Bays National Estuary Partnership
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Coastal Data Scientist Jill Carr is a 0.8FTE staff person funded by supplemental grant awards external to
the S.320 cooperative agreement for FFY22. In addition to providing technical assistance to communitybased monitoring groups across the MassBays planning area with training and new tools to make more
quality data available, she leads MassBays’ habitat monitoring and mapping efforts. Both are important
inputs to meeting our CCMP goals.
Regional Service Providers (RSPs) connect MassBays with planning area communities organized under
five regions: Upper North Shore, Lower North Shore, Metro Boston, South Shore, and Cape Cod. Under
cooperative grants from MassBays, each RSP designates a Regional Coordinator, in turn responsible for
identifying regional priorities consistent with the outcomes articulated in the CCMP, and implementing
an annual workplan at the local level. For FFY2022, the following organizations will serve in this capacity:
•
•
•
•
•

Merrimack Valley Planning Commission (MVPC)/MassBays Upper North Shore Region
Salem Sound Coastwatch (SSCW)/MassBays Lower North Shore Region
Northeastern University Marine Science Center (NUMSC)/MassBays Metro Boston Region
North and South Rivers Watershed Association (NSRWA)/MassBays South Shore Region
Association to Preserve Cape Cod (APCC)/MassBays Cape Cod Region

Finally, MassBays will administer the Urban Waters grant to Mystic River Watershed Association through
a subaward pending incremental allotments from EPA.
FFY2022 Budget Overview
A detailed budget request and narrative are included in Section D; a summary is included here:
Salary & fringe
Travel
Contractual
Other Direct Costs
Indirect
Total Request

$
$
$
$
$
$

Non-Federal Match

$ 846,266
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232,501
6,042
300
410,139
191,018
840,000

July 1, 2022 to June 30, 2023

B. Completed Major Projects and Activities (July 1, 2021 to June 30, 2022)
MassBays' Workplan for FFY2021 was guided by the Goals and Strategies of our Interim CCMP:
Goal 1. MassBays provides new resources to support research and management in the Bays.
Strategy 1.1 Make new data available, especially to address gaps in knowledge
Strategy 1.2 Support valid (QA/QC) data collection and use
Strategy 1.3. Analyze and present existing data in multiple formats to document baselines and
trends
Goal 2. MassBays reaches all planning-area municipalities with actionable information about coastal
habitats
Strategy 2.1 Support and conduct research to address gaps in knowledge and inform policy and
actions regarding ecosystem conditions and functions
Strategy 2.2 Provide education, training, and technical support; share case studies (successful
and not); and support collaboration and cooperation on specific topics
Strategy 2.3 Facilitate access to decision making forums, and increase influence on decision
making by underserved communities
Goal 3. MassBays provides regular and locally informed State of the Bays reporting that reflects
the unique characteristics of MassBays assessment units (embayments, rocky shore, barrier
beach), and documents progress to inform local action and progress toward target
conditions.
Strategy 3.1 Establish target (improved) water quality and habitat conditions tied to desired uses
and ecosystem services, and document progress toward those targets.
Strategy 3.2 Guide local action to expand habitat and improve water quality according to targets
Strategy 3.3 Maintain MassBays’ National Estuary Program status
Our work is closely aligned with the Clean Water Act Core Programs, which are:
(1) establishing water quality standards
(2) identifying polluted waters and developing plans to restore them (total maximum daily
loads)
(3) permitting discharges of pollutants from point sources (National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System permits)
(4) addressing diffuse, nonpoint sources of pollution
(5) protecting wetlands
(6) protecting coastal waters through the National Estuary Program
(7) protecting Large Aquatic Ecosystems.
The following list of accomplishments is organized according to the CCMP Strategies included in our 2019
Interim CCMP completed by June 30, 2021. Each project description includes the following:
Title
CWA core program: Per list (1-7) above
Objective: project-specific objective
Partners: Collaborators not directly funded by MassBays/§320 funds
Status: as of June 2022
Accomplishments and Deliverables: completed products

Massachusetts Bays National Estuary Partnership
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Strategy 1.1 Make new data available, especially to address gaps in knowledge
Title

Implement MassBays Monitoring Plan (Central Staff)

CWA Core Program

Protecting coastal waters through the National Estuary Program

Objective

Compile data sets for MassBays’ delineated embayments, toward the goal of
comprehensive and specific State of the Bays reporting.

Partners

STAC, DEP, SSCW, SSU, CCS, CZM, ACASAK Technologies

Status

Year 2 pilot completed; contract renewed for the second monitoring year: 25
sites in the near-shore region from Cohasset to Provincetown, as well as the
outer Cape Cod coast around Provincetown to the National Seashore.

Accomplishments and deliverables

Implemented Year 2 of
the MA Coastal
Conditions Assessment
(Year 2021)

Investigate nutrients in
Salem Sound

Coordinated fieldwork including monthly survey (June-August) of Region A
(Salisbury to Boston Harbor) to assess coastal conditions. During Year 2,
work included water quality monitoring, sediment quality monitoring and
identification of benthic macroinvertebrates from 25 sites across
Massachusetts. Data have all been analyzed. Benthic infauna analysis was
funded by the Massachusetts Ocean Trust Fund. Planning for Year 3 (25
sites, Region B) was initiated in the Spring in preparation for the field
season.
Conducted monitoring according to approved QAPP in Danvers River and
Salem Sound between July and September 2020. This built on the
monitoring conducted in 2019. Gathered new baseline data for nutrients,
sediment characterization, and benthic community structure in Salem
Sound. A report of findings and recommendations for next steps was
developed and submitted to EPA in May 2022.Results presented at
Underwater Salem Series (May 18, 2022).

CWA Core Program

Investigate microplastics in Ipswich Bay beach sand and water
column (Upper North Shore)
Protecting coastal waters through the National Estuary Program

Objective

Estimate the reach and degree of microplastic pollution.

Partners

BU, UNH, NECC, SSS

Status

Developed new protocols for beach sand microplastic collection and
processing. The new protocols were based on “lessons learned” from last
year’s effort, including for example sampling sand and wrack at the king tide
wrack line.

Title

Accomplishments and deliverables
Recorded baseline
conditions in Great
Marsh beaches.

The RC sampled three of the six beach site locations (Plum Island Lot1, Plum
Island North Point, and Salisbury Beach) after the fall king tide and
submitted to NECC for processing as part of student thesis work.

Recorded baseline
conditions in Ipswich
Bay waters.

Water column microplastic samples collected in the Little River, Parker
River, Rowley River, Ipswich River, and the Plum Island Sound through May
2022. Established a new partnership Triple Ring Technologies (a tech
incubator) to help alpha test their prototype microplastic water column
sampler.

Massachusetts Bays National Estuary Partnership
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Title
CWA Core Program
Objective
Partners

Monitor Cyanobacteria blooms (Cape Cod)
Protecting coastal waters through the National Estuary Program; Identifying
polluted waters and developing plans to restore them
Collect actionable information on harmful cyanobacteria blooms for the
public and decisionmakers.
EPA, towns of Brewster, Chatham, Barnstable, Dennis, Yarmouth, MA
Department of Public Health, MA DEP, MET

Outreach efforts have increased visibility of the problem that exists in many
CC ponds as documented by volunteer monitoring.
Accomplishments and deliverables
APCC revised Risk Categories for interpreting and reporting results to health
agents and the public, to include DPH criteria and toxin testing if warranted
Revised Risk Categories - this was accepted by health agents and MassDPH for 2022, a major
accepted by local health achievement - see updated webpage at https://apcc.org/ouragents and MassDPH
work/science/community-science/cyanobacteria/ represents a major step
forward in this program to raise public awareness of the health and
ecological threats posed by cyanobacteria blooms.
Status

Report on transport of
cyanobacteria and
cyanotoxins via herring

Pilot study "Pond-to-Sea" cyanobacteria-herring project and status of
herring found cyanotoxins were present in juvenile herring and in stream
water and pond water along two herring runs in Brewster and Mashpee.

Title

Monitor Diadromous Fish Runs (South Shore, Cape Cod)

CWA Core Program

Protecting coastal waters through the National Estuary Program

Objective

Provide local, state and federal fisheries managers with population
estimates of river herring at monitored runs to inform protection,
restoration and management efforts. Monitoring by volunteers also
supports citizen stewardship of runs.

Partners

DMF, NOAA Fisheries, Herring River Network, citizen volunteers

Status

Data submitted for 2021 runs; 2022 counting efforts were taken up by
volunteers once again this year.

Accomplishments and deliverables
2021 Herring run
results reported (SS, CC)
Trends report for Cape
Cod runs from 2007 to
2021 completed

2022 counts carried out

Data submitted to DMF.
Plots of herring run size estimates over time indicate that for most if not all
runs, the highest numbers occurred in past years (i.e., runs have not really
recovered despite the ban on fishing). Some runs have declined significantly
over time, while others have oscillated up and down within limits. Most
runs number in the 10,000s, a few runs number in the 100,000s, and a few
runs number less than 1000.
Eight groups of volunteers were trained for CC monitoring at 16 sites; Six SS
sites were monitored by trained volunteers. The South River run was also
monitored using a camera system.
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Title

Long-term Monitoring of Salt Marsh Vegetation Change (South
Shore)

CWA Core Program

Protecting wetlands

Objective

Work with volunteers to monitor salt marsh vegetation changes through the
Salt Marsh Sentinels program.

Partners

Private dock owners, volunteers

Status

2021 data and 5-year trends shared with multiple audiences

Accomplishments and deliverables
Year 5 training,
monitoring, and
reporting completed

Program expanded to Cohasset, results presented to multiple audiences,
including volunteers, Massachusetts’ Salt Marsh Working Group, and CERF
biennial meeting.

Title

Mapping Sea Level Rise-induced Marsh Platform Die-off Areas
(Upper North Shore)

CWA Core Program

Protecting wetlands

Objective

Document impounded water and die-off using drone imagery and field
surveys.

Partners

UNH, BU, 8TGM

Status

2021 data collected and mapped

Accomplishments and deliverables
Previously mapped dieoff areas confirmed

Marsh die-off sites were ground-truthed by drone at previously flown sites
in Salisbury, Newbury, and Rowley; flight schedule determined for 2022.

Title

Marine Invasive Species Monitoring (Upper North Shore, Lower
North Shore)

CWA Core Program

Protecting coastal waters through the National Estuary Program

Partners

Monitor established field sites for non-native species in cooperation with
CZM
CZM, volunteers

Status

Monthly monitoring conducted June-October, 2021; data submitted to CZM

Objective

Accomplishments and deliverables
Monitoring sites across
MassBays’ planning area

All monitoring carried out as planned, including volunteer training, and
photo-documentation of the Beverly Pier settle plates. LNS trained a new
volunteer coordinator to lead this effort for their region.
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Title

Horseshoe Crab Spawning Surveys (South Shore)

CWA Core Program

Protecting coastal waters through the National Estuary Program

Objective

Conduct horseshoe crab spawning surveys in Duxbury Bay to assess the
population

Partners

DMF, volunteers

Status

2021 data were submitted, 2022 surveys were conducted and data summary is
in process.

Accomplishments and deliverables
Reporting up-to-date

Data for the 2021 season were submitted to DMF.

Title

Water quality monitoring (South Shore, Lower North Shore)

CWA Core Program

Protecting coastal waters through the National Estuary Program;
Identifying polluted waters and developing plans to restore them

Objective

Lead citizen monitoring in coastal waters to identify potential for
remediation and source control.

Partners

EPA, MassDEP, municipalities

Status

2021 monitoring completed; plans for 2022 sampling season are in place.

Accomplishments and deliverables
Riverwatch monitoring
(SS)

Clean Beaches &
Streams and tributary
monitoring (LNS)

Eight sampling events held over the course of the 2021 field season;
sampling at 10 sites for the 2022 season began in June 2022. With SS
support, the Town of Hanover received a DEP Water Quality Monitoring
Grant to engage the RSP in conducting bacterial source tracking in the
headwaters of the North River.
Water samples collected biweekly from June through August 2021 at up to18
outfalls and streams for bacterial analysis following an approved 2020
QAPP; results published on SSCW website at
https://www.salemsound.org/CB&S.html. Remediation efforts taken up by
municipalities in response to the findings include a new project in Sawmill
Brook (Manchester), new sewer lining in Salem along Loring Ave prompted
by LNS reports of algae in the Forest River, and sewer replacement along
Forest River in Salem.
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Title

Assess Coastal Acidification in Massachusetts (Central Staff, South
Shore)

CWA Core Program

Protecting coastal waters through the National Estuary Program

Objective

Assess coastal acidification conditions in Duxbury Bay.

Partners

EPA, UMB, Town of Duxbury

Status

MassBays’ coastal acidification monitoring system is deployed and collecting
continuous data. Central Staff and RCs continue engagement with state and
regional entities investigating potential impacts and responses.

Accomplishments and deliverables

Ocean acidification
monitoring system
developed and deployed
in Duxbury Harbor

Following testing of the system and some final troubleshooting in 2020, the
system was deployed in Duxbury Harbor for the second time in July 2021.
After 4 weeks of data gathering the system was flooded during a storm and
had to be recovered. The system sustained extensive damage and is currently
being repaired. The data gathered in 2021 provided a brief insight into pH
variation across tidal cycles. However more data are needed to be able to
establish causality of observed low pH data of short-time duration. A third
and final attempt at deployment of the prototype was initiated in May 2022
and the system is still operating well as of June 2022.
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Strategy 1.2 Support valid (QA/QC) data collection and use
Title

Support for Citizen Science Monitoring Efforts (Central Staff)

CWA Core Program

Identifying polluted waters and developing plans to restore them

Objective

Increase the value and use of citizen monitoring data for decision making
across the region.

Partners

Monitoring Coordinators Network, CSA Data Quality and Metadata Working
Group, MassRivers Alliance, DEP, EPA EN, EPA Region 1, Eastern Research
Group, UMCES-IAN

Status

One-on-one assistance to groups continues via Zoom and in person, as well as
engagement with regional and national efforts. Training, outreach and
technical support continues to promote use of AquaQAPP (launched in Fall
2021) and submission of data to WQX.

Accomplishments and deliverables

AquaQAPP outreach

Presented at local, regional and national-scale venues to demonstrate
AquaQAPP and promoting its use in developing Quality Assurance Project
Plans. Several NEPs and state agencies across the country have requested oneon-one demonstrations and discussions about how to use and/or adapt the
tool to their area. Dozens of watershed groups in Massachusetts have
interacted with the tool, and several have already used it to generate QAPPs
for review by EPA and DEP in support of water quality monitoring grants.

Provided technical support to 13 watershed monitoring programs, including
developing appropriate monitoring methods for salt marsh and eelgrass
studies, developing research goals of a new water monitoring program in
Swampscott, assisting in developing a QAPP for D.O. monitoring in the Parker
One-on-one tech support
River, serving on a monitoring steering committee, providing custom WQX
provided
training, assisting with data formatting for import to WQX, developing a
process by which to submit data from a regional database into WQX, helping
strategize new citizen science opportunities, and providing connections to
assist in setting up new lab equipment.
Launch of new seagrass
monitoring tool

Officially launched a citizen science eelgrass monitoring app, iSeaGrass
(www.iseagrass.com), which was developed in collaboration with DMF.
Presentations given to various local and national audiences on its use to
promote open seagrass data.

In process of developing custom import configurations for three organizations
(Center for Coastal Studies, MWRA, Cape Cod Commission) to help facilitate
WQX custom data import
their data sharing via WQX. Once finalized, this will make the groups’ data
configurations
findable to the public and will allow incorporation into other data products
like MassBays’ ETT.

Secured EPA Exchange
Network funding

In November 2021, kicked off new Exchange Network grant project, Building
Technical Capacity for Data Analysis & Visualization. Project will develop a
suite of R-based packages for streamlining and standardizing data QA/QC,
analysis and visualizations; host beta testing and training sessions; and
develop and Community of Practice. Monitoring Groups gain expanded
capacity for data analysis and reporting, and more data are contributed to
WQX.
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Strategy 2.1 Support and conduct research to address gaps in knowledge and
inform policy and actions regarding ecosystem conditions and functions
Title

2020-2021 Healthy Estuaries Grant Program

CWA Core Program

Partners

Protecting coastal waters through the National Estuary Program
Improve understanding and extent of data available across MassBays'
planning area.
EPA, SSCW, CCS, MyRWA, MRWC

Status

All projects completed.

Objective

Accomplishments and deliverables
Project summaries are
posted on the MassBays
website

MassBays administered the 3rd round of the grant (2020-2021). Technical
support was provided as needed by the Regional Service Providers for projects
in the respective regions. The four funded projects covered a wide variety of
topics and geographic areas. All projects have been wrapped up and results
are available at https://www.mass.gov/service-details/projects-funded-bymassbays-grant-programs (projects dated 2020).

Title

Increasing agency confidence in eelgrass maps used for project
review and ocean planning

CWA Core Program

Protecting coastal waters through the National Estuary Program

Objective

Investigate eelgrass remote sensing techniques to quantify mapping and edge
detection accuracy.

Partners

Massachusetts Office of Coastal Zone Management (co-PI), Massachusetts
Department of Environmental Protection, Massachusetts Division of Marine
Fisheries, NSRWA, SSCW, MIT SeaGrant, Northeastern University
Status
Won grant in Fall 2021 and kicked off project by convening Advisory and
Steering Committees. QAPP approved. Field surveys to be completed June
2022 and analysis and reporting to be completed by April 2023.
Accomplishments and deliverables
Project planning

QAPP development
Data acquisition

Advisory Committee made up of local experts was convened on two occasions
to get feedback on proposed sites, field survey methods, and analytical
processes. Steering Committee comprised of project partners met to establish
roles, schedules and equipment needs.
QAPP finalized, signed by EPA QA Officer and distributed to partners.
Field surveys completed in June 2022 following protocols described in the
QAPP.
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Title

Assess Impacts of Phragmites Management Practices in the Great
Marsh (Upper North Shore)

CWA Core Program

Protecting wetlands

Objective

Determine progress regarding Phragmites removal in the Great Marsh, and
investigate potential adverse impacts of repeated herbicide application.

Partners

BU

Status

Interim report completed and results presented at the February 2022
quarterly meeting of the MassBays MC

Accomplishments and deliverables
•

Interim findings
presented

Compared treated to
untreated sites

Three years of monitoring appears to be sufficient to evaluate the success
of Phragmites die-off and native plant recovery.
• Plant assemblages may continue to change as conditions stabilize and/or
as sea level rises.
• Maintenance treatments will most likely need to be performed every other
year to fully control Phragmites invasion into the open, high marsh.
• Rising seas flooding the marsh with higher-salinity water to a depth and
with a frequency undesirable to Phragmites will help keep open marsh
Phragmites colonization at bay.
• Phragmites may be more tolerant or more adaptable to SLR than many
other high marsh vegetation.
Presence/absence of Phragmites and status of native marsh vegetation and
benthic conditions assessed at nine Presence/Absence sites and six Marsh
Vegetation Recovery sites.

Title

Seagrass Seed Restoration Pilot Study (Metro Boston)

CWA Core Program

Protecting Large Aquatic Ecosystems.

Partners

Pilot a seed-based eelgrass restoration effort in areas around Boston Harbor
and evaluate its effectiveness
EPA, BU, BHEN, Girls Inc.

Status

Seedlings observed in April 2022; program evaluation underway

Objective

Accomplishments and deliverables
Seeds collected,
transplanted, and
monitored
Letter of Interest
submitted under the
NEP Coastal Watershed
Grant Program

In collaboration with scientists at NUMSC, EPA, and BU and engaging girls
in the Beach Sisters program at Girls, Inc., seagrass seeds were planted at
two sites in Winthrop MA in late September/early October using three
methods. Monitoring for germination in November, and again in April;
seagrass seedlings observed at both sites in April 2022.
Proposed project submitted in September 2021, “Restoring eelgrass habitat
by seed using community science in MassBays NEP” was not selected for
funding.
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Title

Dam Removal Implementation and Monitoring: Peterson Pond,
Veterans Memorial Park, Temple Street Dams (South Shore)

CWA Core Programs

Protecting coastal waters through the National Estuary Program

Objective

Work with regional communities and other partners to assess feasibility and
seek funding for removal of dams and other barriers and collect ecological data
pre- and post-restoration

Partners

NOAA Fisheries, DER, Towns of Marshfield and Duxbury: dam removal
project technical assistance and management

Status

Peterson Pond dam removed; progress continues on others

Accomplishments and deliverables
Peterson Pond Dam
post-removal
monitoring
Temple Street Dam
(Marshfield & Duxbury)
removal assessed
Luddams Ford Dam
(Hanover & Pembroke)

Progress reports provided to funding agency
Permitting underway
Natural Resources Damages Grant secured for feasibility study
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Strategy 2.2 Provide education, training, and technical support; share case studies
(successful and not); and support collaboration and cooperation on specific topics
Title

MassBays Science Walk (All regions)

CWA Core Program

Protecting coastal waters through the National Estuary Program
To share information with diverse learners about research, monitoring, and
Objective
restoration in the Bays, and the importance of estuaries
Partners
MIT Sea Grant, MyRWA, CCS, DMF, MOP, MRWC
Seventeen vinyl banners were presented at public spaces throughout the
region from June to November 2021 and shared on MassBays’ website.
Installation locations included Martin's Park near the Boston Children's
Status
Museum (Boston), the Cape Cod Museum of Natural History (Brewster), Rock
Harbor (Orleans), the Ipswich Mills Dam (Ipswich) and along Fishermans
Beach (Swampscott). (https://www.mass.gov/info-details/massbays-sciencewalk-2021)
Accomplishments and deliverables
Expanded reach

Family-friendly banners presented in well-travelled public sites. Each poster
included QR codes to facilitate more in-depth exploration.

Built capacity among
partners

Consultant provided training and one-on-one support to leads on poster
preparation, improving ability to communicate with public audiences.

Documented MassBays’
contributions to work in
the estuaries

The range of projects supported by MassBays was well-represented by the
posters, and included two posters to bracket the walk describing MassBays
and the importance of estuaries.

Title

City Nature Challenge – Boston Area (Central Staff)

CWA Core Program

Protecting coastal waters through the National Estuary Program
To engage diverse learners in watershed and increase awareness of beaches as
coastal habitat
Brandeis University, Zoo New England, Earthwise Aware, National Park
Service, Suffolk University, UMB
International annual Challenge completed May 2021. MassBays’ iNaturalist
project, #MassWrack, was featured in outreach materials.

Objective
Partners
Status

Accomplishments and deliverables
MassBays’ logo was included in all materials, including Boston’s project page
on the international City Nature Challenge website
Expanded reach
(https://www.inaturalist.org/projects/city-nature-challenge-2022-bostonarea)
ED served on the steering committee, and secured outreach via REI’s new
Supported partnerships
retail location in North Point, Boston.
UMB graduate intern Shannon Hogan analyzed #MassWrack observations
collected through June 2021 to catalog species utilizing this coastal habitat.
She presented “What’s in the wrack – and why we should protect it” to the MC
#MassWrack
September 2021. Her recommendations were to: 1) encourage communities to
observations analyzed
include wrack in their beach management plans; 2) study whether beach
through June 2021
characteristics affect the type and variety of organisms in the wrack, 3) conduct
a survey to determine the public’s perception of wrack and inform outreach
efforts, and 4) explore the use of less-destructive grooming techniques.
Massachusetts Bays National Estuary Partnership
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Title

Support municipal and regional actions that promote resilient
coastal habitats and communities through the use of naturebased solutions (All regions)

CWA Core Programs

All

Objective

Partners
Status

Work with partners and communities to encourage planning for climate
change including stormwater management and adoption of adaptation
measures that promote resilient coastal habitats, especially via naturebased solutions.
TTOR, Tufts, UNH, BU, Pew Foundation, MassAudubon, Northeast Coastal
Coalition, LGCs, CCC, NOAA Restoration Center, WBNERR, CZM
MassBays continues to be a key player in communication and outreach efforts,
planning initiatives, and implementation of nature-based coastal management.

Accomplishments and deliverables Climate resilience

Regional meetings,
workshops, and lectures
(All regions)

Contributed to regional
planning (All regions)

Implemented coastal
resilience grants (LNS)
Facilitated planting of
409 trees in Salem
(LNS)
Conducted beach
profiling (SS)
Assisted with grant
project scoping and
applications (All
regions)

All RCs and Central Staff hosted and/or participated in events describing the
impacts of climate change, especially regarding sea level rise and more
frequent and severe storms. For example, the Metro Boston RC collaborated
with UMass Boston’s Stone Living Lab to produce a conference for more than
150 people on October 26, 2021, with a theme of Resilient Boston Harbor,
featuring lightning talks and research posters by presenters from 15
institutions, agencies, and organizations around Boston, including breakout
groups for discussion and networking.
All RCs and Central Staff contributed to regional plans, including The Trustees’
coastal strategy, North Shore Drought Management Committee, PIE-Rivers
Steering Committee, the South Shore Climate Group, Cape Cod Conservation
Agents network, etc. In October 2021 Central Staff convened a Forum on
Hypoxia in Cape Cod Bay to investigate potential causes (including climate
change) of low-DO events at the request of EPA Region 1.
https://youtu.be/d9tclCC-ypE
RC was a team member on an MVP project to develop a Peabody/Salem North
River multi-use path, and Salem’s CZM Coastal Resilience Grant titled
“Climate Deep Dive” in an EJ community.
SSCW served as outreach partner for Salem’s Greening Gateway City program,
which has a goal of planting 2400 trees in EJ neighborhoods. Produced a
video, attended and presented at neighborhood association meetings,
collaborated with Tree Commission and DCR forester.
https://www.facebook.com/GGCSalem/
Monthly beach profiles conducted in Duxbury Beach Reservation, in
collaboration with UMB.
All RSPs provided input and technical support to municipalities applying to
climate change-focused grant programs, including EEA MVP, CZM Coastal
Resilience, and SNEP
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Title

Support municipal and regional actions that promote resilient
coastal habitats and communities through the use of naturebased solutions (All regions) continued

Accomplishments and deliverables Stormwater management
Inventory of stormwater
improvement
opportunities at public
boat ramps completed
(CC)
Reviewed and advised on
municipal bylaws for LID
(LNS)
Completed Spanishlanguage LID
maintenance videos
(LNS)

RSP hired an engineering firm to assess and provide conceptual stormwater
BMPs for 20 public boat ramp sites, which will be used to prioritize 5 sites for
75% plans. Eleven towns are participating, including several in the Cape Cod
region who have public boat ramps in the MassBays area.
With funding from DEP’s Municipal Assistance Grant Program, provided
ordinance and bylaw review for LID advancement to 7 municipalities.

Produced Spanish versions of six training videos previously developed by
SSCW for DPW workers charged with maintenance of green infrastructure
for stormwater management. Topics include rain gardens, high-performance
biofiltration systems, catch basin inserts, and bioswales.
LNS and UNS RSPs carried out work through the Greenscapes program,
Supported municipal
which included 24 North Shore communities this year. Completed work
stormwater management includes: “Keeping Water Clean” school-based program, a public program for
actions (UNS, LNS)
150 people held at the Beverly Cabot Theater, and an online LID toolkit
(https://greenscapes.org/lid-toolkit/).
Accomplishments and deliverables Habitat Restoration
Based on their experience with the Collins Cove (Salem) Living Shoreline
project (final project information shared at
http://salemsound.org/livingShoreline.html), the RC joined site walks and
Advised on a new living
made recommendations for a new living shoreline project at Forest River
shoreline project (LNS)
Park in Salem. Shared lessons learned with MassAudubon staff, and through
a public lecture to 98 participants (available at
https://vimeo.com/675015566).
Runnels implemented in
Essex Bay salt marshes
(UNS)

Potential sites on properties owned by the Town of Essex, the Trustees, and
other private property were assessed, permits obtained, and runnels
implemented and mapped. Monitoring of the sites is underway.

Restoration funding
secured (CC)

In April 2022 NRCS announced that the Cape Cod Water Resources
Restoration Project will receive FY22 funding of $42.5 million for 21
restoration projects on Cape Cod, including 13 on the Cape Cod Bay side. The
list of funded projects was developed with assistance from APCC, and the RC
which met with towns to identify their priorities for restoration, which was
used to develop a comprehensive inventory of potential restoration projects.

Joint presentation to
Massachusetts
Conservation
Commissioners (CS, All
Regions)

“Successful habitat restoration requires follow-through: coastal case studies
and recommendations”, presented by Central Staff and all RCs to the
Massachusetts Association of Conservation Commissions during their fall
virtual conference on 10/20/21. https://youtu.be/zahFqdqkhMY
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Title

Mystic River Urban Waters Activities (MyRWA)

CWA Core Programs

Improved water quality

Objective

Coordinate federal, regional, and local contributions and activities in the
Mystic River Watershed, providing communications and outreach
support to Merrimack River communities, and assisting MassBays with
EJ program development.

Partners

EPA, FEMA, USGS, HUD, Dept of Homeland Security, DEP, MRWC,
MassBays RSPs, municipalities

Status

Mystic River Ambassador hired and established as a key point person in the
network connecting Urban Waters activities in the watershed and beyond.

Accomplishments and deliverables
Maintained operations
of the Mystic River
Urban Waters Federal
Partnership

Drafted agendas, meeting minutes for planning meetings of the Steering
Committee, met with individual Committee members to gain insights into the
perceived value of its work, produced and distributed regular email updates
and alerts; maintained regular check-ins with EPA Program Officer.

Coordinated Federal
input to Mystic River
initiatives

Conducted fact-finding interviews with other Urban Waters sites, met with
federal partners to learn about case studies and regional efforts, while sharing
ideas for collaboration at the state level.

Implemented local
actions related to the
“Trash Free Mystic”
project

Organized cleanups, published data for the Virtual Trash Free Assessment
(https://mysticriver.org/news/2022/3/31/visual-trash-assessments),
produced awareness videos (https://fb.watch/clqUJ1MwEZ/), installed a trash
boom and developed operations and maintenance plan under a NFWF grant.
Contributed to a suite of programs for Earth Month
(https://mysticriver.org/news/earth-month-2022-invest-in-our-planet,
including a 100+ person clean up at DCR’s Tolbert McDonald park;
investigated potential microplastics monitoring program; provided support to
the Mystic River Science Forum planning team.

Assisted with river
stewardship events
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Title

Presentations & Publications

CWA Core
Programs

All

Objective

Share MassBays’ findings, projects, and expertise with multiple audiences

Partners

multiple

Status

In spite of COVID, MassBays reached multiple audiences; because of the
online nature of COVID-era conferences, we shared our work with
international and national audiences previously out of reach.

Accomplishments and deliverables Climate resilience
Joint output

Presentation:
“Successful habitat restoration requires follow-through: Coastal case studies,”
a MassBays panel and recommendations for restoration pre- and postmonitoring presented at the MACC Fall Conference (10/20/21)
https://youtu.be/zahFqdqkhMY

Central Staff outputs

Presentations:
Panelist for “Meaningful Watershed Educational Experience” hosted by the
Scituate High School to provide students with an introduction to the various
local organizations, experts and citizen scientists who are currently involved in
research and abatement of local impacts of global climate change (5/26/22)
“Setting the Baseline for Water Quality and Benthic Communities' in Salem
Sound” presented at the Underwater in Salem Sound 2022 Lecture Series
(5/18/22)
“Connecting environmental science & policy in Massachusetts” presented by SS
and ED to an undergraduate lecture class at UMB (4/2022)
“It can be done! Increasing the quality, usability and distribution of community
science data” presented at the Association of National Estuary Programs
(ANEP) - BASIS7 technical transfer meeting (3/1/22)
“A Framework for Setting Long-term Targets for MassBays” presented at the
Association of National Estuary Programs (ANEP) - BASIS7 technical transfer
meeting (3/1/22)
“New approaches in seagrass mapping: engaging community scientists and
assessing remote sensing accuracy” presented at the Association of National
Estuary Programs (ANEP) - BASIS7 technical transfer meeting (3/4/22)
Presenter and panelist for “Make Your Citizen Science Project Count:
Strategies to Produce Quality Data”, hosted by EPA and APHL (9/15/21)
“The Connection Between Mapping Seagrass and Art Inspiration” interview
with Boston artist Nedret Andre (2/22/22).
“R Tools for Water Quality Data Analysis” presentation to watershed groups
from across MA introducing R and new tools under development (2/22/22)
“Art and Science talk with artist Nedret Andre and marine scientist Jill Carr”
presentation to the Turkish Arts Festival (12/4/21)
Panelist for “Water Quality in the Merrimack: A 2021 Review.” a public
meeting hosted by the Merrimack River Watershed Association (3/14/22).
Peer review of Estuaries and Coasts paper titled: “Stakeholder perspectives on
the roles of science and citizen science in Chesapeake Bay environmental
management”
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“Considering the Past and Future of Boston Harbor” presented to incoming
graduate students in UMass Boston’s School for the Environment. (9/2021)
Publications:
Monitoring Coordinators’ Network email newsletter published 7/2021 and
12/2021; MassBays regular e-newletter published 7/2021, 12/2021, and
5/2022. https://www.mass.gov/service-details/massbays-newsletter
Upper North Shore
outputs

Presentations:
“Phragmites Control and Monitoring in the Great Marsh”, ECAN, 10/29/2022
“Phragmites Monitoring Activities in the Great Marsh” to the MassBays MC,
2/16/2022
“Great Marsh Proposed Restoration Activities and Projects” to the Great Marsh
legislative delegation, 3/25/2022
“Invasive Species of the Great Marsh”, podcast for Manchester Cricket, 5
6/20/2022
“Great Marsh Coastal Restoration”, the Afternoon Buzz radio show, WHMP,
6/23/2022

Lower North Shore
outputs

Presentations:
“Climate Change on a Local Level” presentation at the Keeping History Above
Water: Preservation in a Changing Climate conference hosted by SSCW (9/12
- 9/13/21)
“Salem’s Industrial Heritage along a Changing Shoreline” and “Salem’s
Colonial Maritime Sites and Rising Tides,” public walking tours (9/13/21)
“Marblehead Municipal Light Department and Hammond Park Coastal
Resilience Project” presented to the Municipal Light Department
Commissioners (11/30/21)
“Saving our Shoreline: Building Resilience across Salem Sound Communities”
presented as part of Underwater in Salem Sound lecture series (1/19/22)
“Marblehead Municipal Light Department and Adjoining Public Lands”
presented as a series of public forums (2/7, 3/28, 6/11/22)
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Metro Boston outputs

Presentations:
“Adventures of a (non-swimming) aquatic ecologist - From freshwater to
saltwater…” presented to Girls Inc. members, Lynn MA (10/19/21) and HS
students in Greenfield MA (1/20/22)
“Implications of trait divergence and local advantage within seagrass meadows
for conservation and restoration,” presented at CERF 2021 (11/2/21)
“Not all grasses look alike: Genetic diversity in salt marshes,” presented at
NUMSC to Newton MA HS students and teachers (11/10/21)
“EDA 2.1: Summary of Results and Conclusions,” presented to the MassBays
MC, (2/16/22)
Publications:
DA von Staats, TC Hanley, et al. 2021. “Intra-meadow variation in seagrass
flowering phenology across depths.” Estuaries and Coasts
https://doi.org/10.1007/s12237-020-00814-0
CG Hays, TC Hanley et al. 2021. “Linking Spatial Patterns of Adult and Seed
Diversity Across the Depth Gradient in the Seagrass Zostera marina L.”
Estuaries and Coasts https://doi.org/10.1007/s12237-020-00813-1
“Promoting inclusive metrics of success and impact to dismantle a
discriminatory reward system in science.” 2021. PLOS Biology
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pbio.3001282
CG Hays, TC Hanley et al. 2021. “Local adaptation in marine foundation
species at microgeographic scales.” The Biological Bulletin
https://doi.org/10.1086/714821
TC Hanley et al. 2021. “Short-and long-term effects of nutrient enrichment on
salt marsh plant production and microbial community structure.” Journal of
Ecology https://doi.org/10.1111/1365-2745.13756
“Repeated genetic and adaptive phenotypic divergence across tidal elevation in
a foundation plant species.” 2021. American Naturalist
https://doi.org/10.1086/716512

South Shore outputs

Cape Cod outputs

Presentations:
“Salt Marsh Sentinels” presented to volunteers (10/28, 11/4/21),
Massachusetts Salt Marsh Working Group (10/29/21), and CERF biennial
meeting (11/2/21)
“Jacobs Pond Loosestrife” presented to Norwell CPC (1/20/21)
“Salt Marshes of the South Shore” presented with USFWS to participants in the
NSRWA Winter Nature Challenge (2/9/21)
“Population Dynamics of Horseshoe Crabs on Cape Cod” presented to the
Massachusetts Horseshoe Crab Science Committee (4/1/22)
“Successes and Challenges in Managing Municipal and Ecological Water
Demand in a Small Coastal Watershed” presented at JASM meeting (5/20/22)
“Estuarine Gradient” podcast numbers 5-8, available at
https://www.nsrwa.org/news/podcasts/

Presentations:
“Climate Change and Resilience in West Barnstable: What’s happening, what will
happen, and what can we do about it?” presented at Wheldon Memorial Library,
West Barnstable (11/15/21)
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Strategy 2.3 Facilitate access to decision making forums, and increase influence on decision
making by underserved communities
Title

Increasing awareness of environmental justice issues

CWA Core Program

Protecting coastal waters through the National Estuary Program

Description/Objective

Highlighting local examples of inequitable distribution of adverse and
beneficial environmental impacts for multiple audiences

Partners

WAA, NOAA, Mashpee Wampanoag tribe, UMB, SSL, Wellesley College

Status

New resources produced by the Mystic River Ambassador will scaffold new
initiatives in the coming year(s).

Accomplishments and deliverables
Region-specific EJ
materials produced
(MyRWA)
Talking Trash for Clean
Oceans Teen Program
(LNS)

Mystic River Ambassador worked closely with MassBays ED to develop a format
and content for a series of EJ reports to inform RSP plans for community
engagement. The reports combine EJ Screen, EEA EJ Maps, and demographic
information, along with lists of organizations already working in the area on
similar issues.
Four high school interns to be funded by NOAA for projects focused on
sustainable practices for restaurants (“CoastSmart Restaurants”), home
composting (“Composting 101”), and promoting proper disposal of cigarette
butts (“Butt Bins”).

Network-generated deliverables include: 1) Virtual Lab Meeting Training
Program, which pairs mentees from historically marginalized groups with
Produced materials for the
mentors in the field; 2) profiles of junior and senior members to facilitate
Diversity Committee of the
networking and collaborations among academic and non-academic partners; 3)
Evolution in Changing
creating educational activities and career development pages, with the goal of
Seas Research
having a comprehensive list of resources for educators and students; 4)
Coordination Network
organizing/facilitating discussion of diversity, equity, and inclusion in evolution
(MB)
and marine science for Summer 2022 Integration and Training Workshop for
students and early career scientists
NUMSC participated in an NEP-EPA working group for mutual support and
Engaged in national- and
information exchange about effective approaches and tools for increasing DEI
state-level planning and
(and EJ awareness) within NEP structures and programming. Presented options
assessment of DEI/EJ
for tools and assistance to the NEPs in February 2022, including use of EPA’s EJ
efforts (MB, Central Staff)
Screen.
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Strategy 3.1 Establish target (improved) water quality and habitat conditions tied to
desired uses and ecosystem services
Title
CWA Core Program

Development of a Biological Condition Gradient Framework for
Estuaries in MassBays. (Central Staff)
Protecting coastal waters through the National Estuary Program

Objective

Use the BCG framework to set and measure progress towards targets for
improvement in estuarine ecosystem conditions.

Partners

STAC, EPA Region 1, EPA ORD, EPA OST

Status

Habitat-based targets identified and endorsed by the MC, metrics proposed
for tracking progress toward the targets.

Accomplishments and deliverables

Resource-stressor
categories

Following the finalization of ecotypes and long-term habitat targets,
MassBays developed a list of key indicators to measure progress towards
targets over time. These indicators were partly informed by the resourcestressor categories developed by the Northeastern University team in
August 2021. The MassBays Monitoring Plan is being revised and updated
to incorporate these tools.

Target habitat extent
and conditions (“habitat
goals”) shared publicly

BCG-derived targets for salt marsh, eelgrass, and tidal flats were endorsed
by the MC in June 2021 and included as a specific layer with a description of
the process in the ETT, completed in June 2022.
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Strategy 3.2 Guide local action to expand habitat and improve water quality
according to targets
Title
CWA Core Program
Objective
Partners
Status

Application of the Ecosystem Services Gradient for MassBays
CCMP implementation (Central Staff)
Protecting coastal waters through the National Estuary Program
MassBays employs an ESG framework to communicate about and
encourage local action towards targets for improvement in estuarine
ecosystem conditions.
STAC, EPA Region 1, EPA ORD, EPA OST, UMB, Woods Hole Institute
ESG components were identified by EPA and MassBays staff, and vetted by
the RCs; results of stakeholder (local expert) workshops conducted by UMB
are in preparation. The outcomes will inform education and outreach
regarding targets devised using the BCG framework.

Accomplishments and deliverables

Facilitated workshops to
determine local
priorities in EJ
communities

Incorporated ESG into
CCMP implementation
planning

Title
CWA Core Program

MassBays’ Director served as co-PI on a successful planning grant proposal
to NSF, “Connecting Coastal Communities” under the Smart and Connected
Communities program. She facilitated four workshops with two
underserved communities (Herring Pond Wampanoag tribal community
(Plymouth), Cape Verdean community (Falmouth) to identify priority
concerns and restoration opportunities related to their local environment.
This work will inform continuing efforts in those and other underserved
communities.
EPA continued to work with MassBays staff and RCs to identify the suite of
ecosystems services that eelgrass, salt marsh, tidal flats, and diadromous
fish habitat provide in MassBays’ planning area, along with associated
metrics. MassBays is helping EPA identify a pilot study area for
development and testing the application of the ESG to help a local NGO
prioritize restoration actions in Belle Isle Marsh, Boston, MA.
Development of an Ecohealth Tracking Tool (ETT) for State of the
Bays reporting (Central Staff)
Protecting coastal waters through the National Estuary Program

Objective

MassBays provides web-based access to water quality data as well as
information about habitats relative to CCMP targets

Partners

Comprehensive Environmental, Inc. (consultant)

Status

Soft launch of the ETT on June 30, 2022 (www.MassBaysEcohealth.org)

Accomplishments and deliverables
Supporting materials
produced
WQ data and habitat
data presented for
multiple audiences

“Learn about” buttons lead to modal windows describing habitat goals,
habitat benefits and threats, relevant water quality parameters, and access
to data sources.
Behind-the-scenes coding imports quality-assured data from EPA’s Water
Quality Portal, and shape files produced for MassBays as part of the EDA, as
well as agency-generated habitat map layers are displayed. Salt marsh,
eelgrass, and tidal flat extent (area) for 44 embayments is presented relative
to the BCG targets; WQ data are compared to habitat-supportive thresholds.
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C. New and Ongoing Projects and Activities (July 1, 2022 to June 30, 2023)
Strategies and Outcomes
MassBays’ work over the coming year will implement components of our Interim CCMP and contribute to
the following Outcomes:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

Sustainable NEP
Improved habitat continuity and restored hydrology
Improved water quality
Resilient coastal habitat, including nature-based coastal protection
Restored natural communities
Robust interagency and interdisciplinary collaboration and partnerships
Well-informed, multisector input to decision making which includes underserved communities

Our proposed work with funding under Federal Fiscal Year 2022 is aligned with and driven by the
following Goals and Strategies described in the CCMP:
Goal 1. MassBays provides new resources to support research and
management in the Bays.
Strategy 1.1 Address data gaps
Strategy 1.2 Support valid (QA/QC) data collection and use
Goal 2. MassBays reaches all planning-area municipalities with actionable
information about coastal habitats
Strategy 2.1 Support research to inform policy and actions
Strategy 2.2 Technical support and communications
Strategy 2.3 Increase influence of underserved communities on decision making
Goal 3. MassBays provides regular and locally informed State of the Bays
reporting that reflects the unique characteristics of MassBays assessment
units (embayments, rocky shore, barrier beach) , to document progress and
inform local action and progress toward target conditions.
Strategy 3.1 Establish target (improved) water quality and habitat conditions tied to
desired uses and ecosystem services, and document progress toward those targets
Strategy 3.2 Guide local action for expanded habitat and improved water quality
Strategy 3.3 Maintain MassBays’ National Estuary Program status
Our proposed tasks are also closely related to the Clean Water Act Core Programs, which are:
(1) establishing water quality standards
(2) identifying polluted waters and developing plans to restore them (total maximum daily loads)
(3) permitting discharges of pollutants from point sources (National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System permits)
(4) addressing diffuse, nonpoint sources of pollution
(5) protecting wetlands
(6) protecting coastal waters through the National Estuary Program
(7) protecting Large Aquatic Ecosystems.
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The figures below depict estimates of the Level of Effort (LOE) to be expended toward each Strategy. The
division of labor between the Boston office (Central Staff) and regional partners (RSPs) is evident when
the two are compared. During the coming year, Central Staff (see Figure 2) will focus on bolstering
support for implementation of our CCMP – updating our Finance Plan, launching the new Ecohealth
Tracking Tool, working with EPA ORD staff to develop indices for water quality that reflect habitat needs,
and implementing area-wide research and monitoring to inform regional initiatives, including setting a
target for diadromous fish habitat. Significant effort will also be spent on our 2023 EPA Program
Evaluation. RSPs (Figure 3) are focused on local implementation and progress toward improved habitat
and water quality conditions, through direct support for community-based actions. Taken together with
the work planned through the separate Bipartisan Infrastructure Law (BIL) funding, MassBays is looking
forward to a year in which we will see significant progress on both the MassBays-wide and regional level.
Figure 2. Central Staff (salary, fringe, and indirect charges) expenditures predicted for FFY2022
through both this workplan and that of the BIL. This includes funding from the 2021 EPA Exchange
Network award (Strategy 1.2) and the Project of Special Merit grant from NOAA (Strategy 2.1) to
support work of the Coastal Data Scientist.

Central Staff Level of Effort by CCMP Strategy, FFY2022
(percentage over fiscal year)
Strategy 1.1
(data gaps)
14%

Strategy 3.3
(maintain NEP)
32%

Strategy 1.2
(valid data)
16%

Strategy 3.2
(work toward targets)
2%

Strategy 2.1
(research)
15%

Strategy 3.1
(set and track targets)
11%

Strategy 2.3
(empower EJ communities)
5%
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Strategy 2.2
(technical support)
5%
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Figure 3. Regional Coordinator LOE allocated from RSP Subawards to each strategy ($63,000 S.320
funds distributed per region).

RSP Level of Effort by CCMP Strategy, FFY2022
(percentage over fiscal year)
Strategy 3.3
(maintain NEP)
6%

Strategy 1.1
(data gaps)
21%

Strategy 3.2
(work toward targets)
29%

Strategy 1.2
(valid data)
3%
Strategy 2.1
(research)
6%

Strategy 3.1
(set and track targets)
4%

Strategy 2.2
(technical support)
18%

Strategy 2.3
(empower EJ communities)
13%

The tables of proposed activities below, organized according to MassBays’ CCMP Strategies, include the
following:
Title (Region), Budget/LOE: Activity name and MassBays geographic region in which it will be
carried out, and non-s.320 funding and/or LOE (hours) to be committed by Central Staff or RSP (for
region-specific projects)
Description: Status (New or Ongoing), project activities and objectives
CWA Core Program: Per list (1-7) above
CCMP Outcome: Per list (A-G) above
Partners: Collaborators not directly funded by MassBays/§320 funds
Timeline & Deliverables: Product(s) expected, and the quarter (Q1-Q4) projected for their completion
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Strategy 1.1: Make new data available, especially to address specific gaps in knowledge
Title (Region),
Budget + LOE
Monitor
Cyanobacteria
blooms (Cape
Cod)
$9000 + 180h

Description
Ongoing Since FY18 APCC has

monitored cyanobacteria in lakes and
ponds that discharge to estuaries and
serve as diadromous fish spawning
habitat. The goals are to collect
useful actionable information on
harmful cyanobacteria blooms
(HCBs) in order to raise public
awareness of the risks posed by
HCBs and to motivate public action
to improve water quality to alleviate,
reduce or eliminate HCBs.
Monitoring data are translated into
actionable information expressed as
low, moderate, or high risk. Last
year over 130 ponds were monitored.
With FFY22 funding, APCC’s goals
are to: continue monitoring of ponds
across the Cape and in all 15 towns,
to partner with Barnstable County’s
Department of Health and the
Environment which will provide
toxin testing of moderate-to-highrisk samples pre-identified by
APCC, to continue supporting action
by the Barnstable County Health
Agents Committee and individual
health agents, and to motivate action
to protect and improve water quality
to reduce the threat of HCBs.
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CWA core program
CCMP outcome
(2) Identifying
polluted waters and
developing plans to
restore them; (6)
Protecting coastal
waters through the
National Estuary
Program

Partners

Timeline & Deliverables

MET; EPA R1; UNH;
Lim-tex, Inc.; Barnstable
County Dept of Health
and Environment; 15
Cape Cod towns; and
local watershed and pond
associations.

(Q4) List of training sessions,
number of participants,
training materials, Train and
supervise staff and interns re:
protocol, collect and analyze
data, (Q1-4) Cyanobacteria
Risk Communication plan;
Outreach and education
including updates to the APCC
Cyanobacteria Monitoring
Program webpage and directed
outreach to underserved
communities;

(C) Improved water
quality
(F) Robust interagency
and interdisciplinary
collaboration and
partnerships
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Recommendations, plans, or
other examples of actions to
improve water quality to
reduce the threat of HCBs

(Q4) Report on 2021 pilot
“Ponds to Sea” study
examining transport of
cyanobacteria and cyanotoxins
from ponds to estuaries via
juvenile herring migration
along transects in Brewster
and Mashpee.

July 1, 2022 to June 30, 2023

Strategy 1.1 continued
Title (Region),
Budget + LOE
Macro and
Microplastics
Sampling (Upper
North Shore)
$65,000, 45h

Marsh wrack
evaluation and
mapping (Upper
North Shore)
$25,000 + 75h

Description
Ongoing Conduct monitoring for
micro- and macroplastics in the sand
of beaches of Plum Island Sound,
Essex Bay, and Annisquam River;
develop a detailed sampling program
for future efforts; conduct focused
microplastics sampling in the waters
of the Great Marsh informed by 2021
& 2022 sampling program results.
New Determine the extent and
impact of excessive wrack
accumulating on the marsh in areas
of upland edge, pannes, and
woody vegetation causing vegetation
die-off. Determine impact
on marsh peat and other habitats.
Develop recommendations for next
steps.
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CWA core program
CCMP outcome
(4) Addressing diffuse,
nonpoint sources of
pollutants

Partners

Timeline & Deliverables

Seaside Sustainability,
UNH, NECC, Governors
Academy, 8TGM, Triple
Ring Technologies

(Q1) Results of sampling at the
high tide line carried out on
Essex County beaches and via
manta net from boat, (Q2)
Results from sampling in both
settings, (Q3-4) Revined
sampling plan for rivers and
outfalls

UNH, North Essex
Mosquito Control and
Wetlands District

(Q2) Map of wrack
accumulation generated
through field surveys; (Q3)
Result of vegetation and soil
condition assessments
conducted beneath the wrack;
(Q3) List of attendees and
outcomes of a meeting to
examine results and consider
next steps

(C) Improved water
quality

(5) Protecting
wetlands
(B) Improved habitat
continuity and
restored hydrology
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Strategy 1.1 continued
Title (Region),
Budget + LOE
Monitor
diadromous fish
runs (South
Shore, Cape Cod)
$25,000 + 200h
SS
$7000 + 140h CC

Description
Ongoing Provide local, state and
federal fisheries managers with
population estimates of river
herring at monitored runs to inform
protection, restoration and
management efforts. RCs will
support citizen monitoring of fish
runs by providing partners and
volunteers with training, data
management, QA/QC, reporting,
and other assistance.
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CWA core program
CCMP outcome
(6) Protecting coastal
waters through the
National Estuary
Program
(B) Improved habitat
continuity and
restored hydrology
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Partners

Timeline & Deliverables

DMF; NOAA; Woods
Hole Sea Grant; CCCE,
River Herring Network;
South Shore towns; 12
Cape Cod towns; local
ngos

(Q1-4) Participate in River
Herring Network annual
conference and/or other events
as held; (Q1) Provide input to
target-setting for diadromous
fish habitat, (Q2) Final data
report for Spring 2022 herring
counts submitted to DMF,
(Q3) Outreach materials used
to engage students with South
River camera, (Q4) Report on
volunteer training and
participation in for Spring
2023 herring counts, along
with outreach materials; (Q4)
Synthesis report of Cape Cod
herring count data for 20072022

July 1, 2022 to June 30, 2023

Strategy 1.1 continued
Title (Region),
Description
Budget + LOE
Lower Merrimack
Ongoing Focused assessment of a
River Initiative
variety of conditions and restoration
(Upper North
activities in the lower Merrimack
Shore)
River including:
1. investigation of eelgrass
$35,000 + 120h
restoration potential in Joppa
Flats and Black Rock Creek and
pilot site development
2. restoration of native marsh
vegetation through the removal of
invasive pepperweed
3. ground truthing marsh die-off as
a result of SLR in marshes of the
Merrimack River
4. microplastic sampling in the
water column and sand of beaches
in the lower Merrimack River
5. investigation into opportunities
for anadromous fish restoration in
the Merrimack River and its
tributaries.
Water quality
Ongoing Citizen monitoring in
monitoring (South coastal waters to identify potential
Shore)
for remediation and source control,
through the Riverwatch program in
$36,700 + 175h
the North and South Rivers and the
DKP Water Quality Monitoring
Program; conduct bacterial source
tracking in North River Headwaters
with Town of Hanover.
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CWA core program
CCMP outcome
(2) Identifying
polluted waters and
developing plans to
restore them
(5) Protecting
wetlands
(B) Improved habitat
continuity and
restored hydrology

(2) Identifying
polluted waters and
developing plans to
restore them

Partners

Timeline & Deliverables

Northern Essex
Community College,
UNH, Mass Audubon,
USFWS, MRWC, BU,
8TGM, volunteers,
towns of Salisbury,
Newbury, and
Newburyport, and
when relevant, EJ
communities of the
lower Merrimack River
including Lawrence
and Haverhill.

(Q1, Q2, Q4) Microplastic
sampling results and
recommendations, (Q3) Map of
investigated locations and photos
of pilot eelgrass restoration sites
(Q4) Map of native vegetation
recovery where treatment of
invasives occurred, (Q3) Map of
die-off areas and potholes
identified in lower Merrimack
River salt marshes, (Q2-3)
convene a working group and
identify anadromous fish
restoration opportunities

Volunteers; Towns of
Duxbury, Kingston,
Plymouth, Norwell, and
Hanover; JRWA

(Q1) Riverwatch volunteer
monitoring completed, (Q2)
monitoring results

(C) Improved water
quality
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Strategy 1.1 continued
Bacteria
Monitoring:
Clean Beaches &
Streams and
Upstream
Tributary
Sampling (Lower
North Shore)
$20,000 +52h
Assessing water
quality and
presence of sea
brook trout
(Lower North
Shore)
$2500 + 52h

Coastal
Acidification
Monitoring and
Management
(Central Staff,
South Shore)
100h CS
$750 + 50h SS

Ongoing Identify sources of
pathogen pollution to Massachusetts’
waters, specifically Salem Sound and
its tributaries, particularly illicit
sewage discharges and faulty sewer
and stormwater systems, and
promote their remediation. Activities
include biweekly summer water
testing for Enterococcus at outfalls
and streams, and sharing data with
municipal staff to prompt action.

(2) Identifying
polluted waters and
developing plans to
restore them

New Begin a citizen monitoring
program to record temperature
Sawmill Brook & Cat Brook in
Manchester-by-the-Sea and sample
environmental DNA for sea brook
trout, herring, and rainbow smelt.
Support cold water fisheries DEP
efforts.

(2) Identifying
polluted waters and
developing plans to
restore them

New (postponed from FFY21)
Monitor coastal acidification
conditions in Duxbury Bay, a hotspot
for shellfish aquaculture industry in
Massachusetts. Monthly samples will
be collected by SS RC and trained
volunteers for analysis of TA and DIC
by EPA ORD (Narragansett Lab)

(6) Protecting coastal
waters through the
National Estuary
Program
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Manchester Coastal
Stream Team,
Volunteers, DMF, EPA,
DEP

(Q1) Report on bacterial levels
for 15 - 18 outfalls or streams,
results published on SSCW
website, (Q2) current and
historic monitoring data
uploaded to WQX, (Q1-4) List of
remediation actions taken up by
municipalities.

MCST, volunteers, Sea
Run Brook Trout
Coalition

(Q1) Number of volunteers
trained, sampling plan; (Q2)
results of temperature
monitoring; (Q3-4) summary of
results and recommendations for
subsequent years; data shared
with DEP.

Town of Duxbury,
UMB, EPA ORD,
volunteers

(Q1) QAPP for discrete sample
collection (CS); (Q1-2) Monthly
discrete samples collected at low
and high tide, with concurrent
outreach about coastal
acidification and its impacts;
(Q4) Doctoral thesis data
analysis by UMass Boston
student and first technical report

(C) Improved water
quality

(C) Improved water
quality
(E) Restored natural
communities

(C) Improved water
quality
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Strategy 1.1 continued
Title (Region),
Budget + LOE
Monitoring Longterm Salt Marsh
Vegetation Change
(South Shore)
125h
Map Sea Level
Rise-induced
marsh platform
die-off areas
(Upper North
Shore)
$15,000 + 60h
Horseshoe Crab
Spawning Surveys
(South Shore)

Description
Ongoing Work with volunteers to
monitor salt marsh vegetation
changes through the Salt Marsh
Sentinels program; participate in the
Massachusetts Salt Marsh Working
Group and its Sea Level Rise
Subcommittee
Ongoing Increased inundation
from SLR and resulting impounded
water is evidenced by small
vegetation die-off areas where
differences in marsh elevation exist.
Ground-truthing of UAV (drone)
imagery will be performed where
die-off has been observed.
Ongoing Conduct horseshoe crab
spawning surveys in Duxbury Bay to
assess the population and inform
resource management.

60h
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CWA core program
CCMP outcome
(5) Protecting
wetlands
(D) Resilient coastal
habitat, including
nature-based coastal
protection
(5) Protecting
wetlands

Partners

Timeline & Deliverables

Dock owners, UMass
Amherst

(Q2) Report on findings and
project participation of dock
owners in collection of salt
marsh data, (Q1-4) Priority
action plan developed by the
Working Group and
Subcommittee
(Q1, Q2) drone imagery; (Q2,
Q3) field-verified mapping of
marsh die-off presumed due to
inundation

UNH, drone contractor,
8TGM

(B) Improved habitat
continuity and
restored hydrology
(7) Protecting large
aquatic ecosystems
(E) Restored natural
communities
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DMF, Town of
Duxbury, Duxbury
Beach Reservation Inc.

July 1, 2022 to June 30, 2023

(Q1) 2022 field work
completed, and data submitted
to DMF; (Q4) 2023 surveys
completed with volunteers

Strategy 1.1 continued
Title (Region) ,
Budget + LOE
Marsh Edge
Erosion
Monitoring
(Upper North
Shore)
$20,000 + 56h
Monitoring
Marine and
Wetland Invasive
Species (North
Shore and South
Shore)
$1000 + 52h LNS
$1800 + 25h UNS
$7500 + 55h SS

CWA core program
CCMP outcome

Description
Ongoing Determine the
erosional/deposition status of marsh
bank and marsh edge in the creeks and
rivers of Plum Island Sound and Essex
Bay to determine future living
shoreline potential.

(5) Protecting
wetlands

Ongoing Monitor established field
sites for non-native species in
cooperation with CZM’s MIMIC
program, conduct training for monthly
monitoring from July to October 2022
and May to June 2023, and share
results with CZM and the public. LNS
also monitors settle plates at the
Beverly Pier to understand fouling
organisms. New SS will assist the
Town of Norwell with managing purple
loosestrife at Jacobs Pond.

(7) Protecting large
aquatic ecosystems
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Partners

Timeline & Deliverables

BU, 8TGM

(Q2) Map of Plum Island and
Essex Bay marsh banks depicting
erosion/deposition status.

CZM, volunteers

(Q1, Q4) number of volunteers
trained per season
(Q2) data submitted to CZM,
along with photodocumentation
of Beverly Pier settle plate fouling;
photos and data from beetle
release and monitoring in Jacobs
Pond; (Q4) list of presentations
and publications describing the
transport, population dynamics,
and impacts of invasive species.

(D) Resilient coastal
habitat, including
nature-based coastal
protection

(E) Restored Natural
Communities

July 1, 2022 to June 30, 2023

Strategy 1.1 continued
Title (Region)
Budget + LOE
Water Quality and
Benthic
Communities
Monitoring in
Salem Sound
(Central Staff,
Lower North
Shore)

Description

CWA core program
CCMP outcome

Ongoing report on and analyze
results of 2019-2020 nutrient
monitoring and benthic community
assessment program in Salem Sound.

(6) Protecting coastal
waters through the
National Estuary
Program

Partners

Timeline & Deliverables

CZM, SSU, volunteers

(Q2) Technical report (with
CS);(Q3) results of expert
review and recommendations;
(Q4) list of presentations and
publications

DEP, STAC,
Normandeau
Consultants

(Q3) Amended contract and
scope for Year 4 (2023)
monitoring; (Q4) Year 3
(2022) data

(C) Improved water
quality

240h CS
208h SS
Massachusetts
Coastal Condition
Assessment
(Central Staff)
$184,000 +160h

Ongoing Coordinate water quality,
sediment, and benthic monitoring
survey in the nearshore of
Massachusetts over the time period
2020-2023. Parameters include
measures of water quality, sediment
quality and benthic communities
from a total of 90 sites (25 sites on
the North Shore in 2021). The data
serve to inform MassBays’ State of
the Bays reporting under CWA §320
and DEP’s required reporting under
CWA §109.
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(2) Identifying
polluted waters and
developing plans to
restore them
(C) Improved water
quality
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Strategy 1.2 Support valid (QA/QC) data collection and use
Task Title (Region)
Budget + LOE
Support use of
AquaQAPP and data
upload to WQX (Central
Staff, Metro Boston,
South Shore, Cape Cod)
100h CS
120h MB
20h SS
40h CC

Build technical capacity
for data analysis and
visualization (Central
Staff)
$110,508 (EPA Exchange
Network funds)

Description
New Increase accessibility
to new and historic data
generated by watershed
groups by providing
training and support to
facilitate data upload to
EPA’s WQX framework
Ongoing Increase
accessibility to new and
historic data generated by
watershed groups by
providing training and
support to facilitate data
upload to EPA’s WQX
framework
Ongoing Launch Rbased packages for data
QC, analysis and
visualizations; host beta
testing and training
sessions.
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CWA core program
CCMP outcome
(2) Identifying polluted
waters and developing
plans to restore them
(6) Protecting coastal
waters through the National
Estuary Program

Partners
EPA Exchange Network,
EPA Region 1, DEP,
Citizen Science
Association, Coastal
Monitoring Coordinators’
Network, other ngos

(C) Improved water quality

(6) Protecting coastal
waters through the National
Estuary Program
(C) Improved water quality
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EPA Exchange Network,
DEP, EnviroDev,
ACASAK Aquatic
Monitoring Technologies

July 1, 2022 to June 30, 2023

Timeline &
Deliverables
(Q1-4) List of
organizations that received
one-on-one AquaQAPP
and WQX support; (Q4)
List of groups supported
via training, materials;
(Q3) Status report re: RSP
data uploaded to WQX,
(Q4) Citizen data
highlighted via the State of
the Bays/ETT

(Q1) Coordinate a beta
testing workshop where
the new R tools are tested
by 6-8 future users.
Establish online
Community of Practice for
technical support (Q2)
publish final R
packages (Q3-Q4)
conduct training and
outreach efforts

Strategy 2.1 Support research to inform policy and actions
Task Title (Region)
Budget + LOE
Quantifying
Phytoplankton and
Turbidity in Salem
Harbor (Lower North
Shore)
$2000 + 40h

Pilot thin-layer
placement of sediment
(Upper North Shore)
$500,000 + 90h

Description
Ongoing Collaborate with Salem
State University to interpret results
of research on phytoplankton
community structure funded
through the Healthy Estuaries Grant
Program, including forcings causing
high biomass that has been
documented to be responsible for
increased turbidity. Share results
and specific remediation strategies
for water quality improvement of
Salem Sound waters.
New (pending funding) Develop
site identification criteria, site
selection, monitoring plan, and
investigate permitting for a pilot
dredged material placement in Essex
Bay and Plum Island Sound.
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CWA core program
CCMP outcome
(2) Identifying polluted
waters and developing
plans to restore them

Partners
SSU

(C) Improved water
quality

(5) Protecting wetlands

BU, USFWS, 8TGM

(E) Restored Natural
Communities

July 1, 2022 to June 30, 2023

Timeline &
Deliverables
(Q1-2) List of remediation
alternatives and strategies,
(Q3) Attendee list and
outcomes of a meeting for
local, state, and federal
stakeholders to convey
results and
recommendations, (Q4)
Agenda and sign-in sheet
for a public lecture
(Q1) Funding secured
from MA legislature,
consultant hired; (Q2) Site
selection and permitting
plans; (Q3) QAPP for preand post-placement
monitoring

Strategy 2.1 continued
Task Title (Region)
Budget + LOE

Description

CWA core program
CCMP outcome

Partners

Timeline & Deliverables

Investigating eelgrass
conditions, water
quality, and sediment
characteristics in
Duxbury-KingstonPlymouth Bays
(Central Staff, South
Shore)

Ongoing Implement the annual
“Eelgrass Blitz” rapid assessment
with citizen scientists to monitor
eelgrass extent and condition, and
inform efforts to determine the
causes of local eelgrass loss.

(6) Protecting coastal
waters through the
National Estuary
Program

DMF, Duxbury Bay
Maritime School,
Town of Plymouth,
Volunteers, EPA
Region 1
(Chelmsford Lab),
SSU

Eelgrass blitz: (Q1, Q3)
List of attendees and
outcomes of team meetings
(CS); (Q1-2) Number of
volunteers trained, training
materials, photo
documentation (SS), (Q2)
Technical report describing
findings &
recommendations, (Q4) plan
for 2023 assessment
New analysis: (Q1)
Conduct monthly water
quality monitoring (June –
August) and sediment
sampling (July); Sample
analysis;(Q2) Data analysis
and meetings to discuss
findings; (Q3) Report of
findings and plan for 2023

NOAA, CZM, DMF,
DEP, MIT Sea Grant

(Q1) Train partners in image
analysis techniques and
oversee analysis process as
detailed in project QAPP
(Q2) publish final report
(Q3) outreach to scientific
and management
communities.

240h CS
$7000 + 140h SS

Increasing agency
confidence in eelgrass
maps used for project
review and ocean
planning (Central Staff
South Shore, Metro
Boston, Lower North
Shore)
$56,837 + 90h (RSPs)
+ 520h (CS)

New Conduct water quality
monitoring and sediment core
analysis to collect information on
physical conditions that may be
contributing to the losses.

Ongoing Implement a project to
correlate eelgrass edge-of-bed
determinations generated by remote
sensing methods (drone, satellite,
side-scan sonar, and fixed-wing
aerial mapping) with divers’
assessments to support more
accurate mapping of the resource to
inform policies and protective
actions. Data analysis, reporting,
and outreach will take place
concurrent with FFY22 funding.
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(7) Protecting large
aquatic ecosystems
(E) Restored natural
communities
(C) Improved water
quality

(7) Protecting large
aquatic ecosystems
(E) Restored natural
communities

July 1, 2022 to June 30, 2023

Strategy 2.1 continued
Task Title (Region)
Budget + LOE
Assessing Pesticide
Impacts on Invasive
Phragmites, native
vegetation, and benthic
communities in the
Great Marsh and
(Upper North Shore)
$8,000 + 60h

Monitor and restore
blue mussels (South
Shore)
$4125 + 75h

Description
Ongoing Invasive Phragmites in
the open marsh in east Salisbury
marsh, northern Plum Island
Sound, and along the marshes of
the Plum Island River will be
mapped to define the effectiveness
of previous Phragmites
management practices. Fifteen
established treatment and
monitoring locations will be
surveyed, and a subset also assessed
in terms of f native marsh
vegetation and benthic community
response to pesticide treatment.
New Initiate a multi-year
restoration program for mussels in
the near subtidal and low intertidal
to benefit migratory shorebirds and
restore a crucial hard-bottom
species at the mouth of the North
and South Rivers
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CWA core program
CCMP outcome
(5) Protecting wetlands

Partners

Timeline & Deliverables

PRNWR, BU, NWF,
8TGM

(Q3) Final report on impact
of Phragmites treatment,
including:
• photo documentation and
maps of previously
treated areas with current
status
• recommendations
regarding continued
pesticide application in
light of effectiveness of
treatment practices and
impacts on the marsh
ecosystem

MassAudubon, US
Air Force
(Hanscom/4th Cliff),
Texas A&M

(Q2) Maps of existing mussel
beds and potential sites; (Q4)
List of docks hosting mussels
and owner-participants with
their typical timing for dock
removal; protocol for mussel
transplant

(E) Restored Natural
Communities

(7) Protecting large
aquatic ecosystems
(E) Restored Natural
Communities

July 1, 2022 to June 30, 2023

Strategy 2.2 Provide education, training, and technical support; share case studies (successful and not); and support
collaboration and cooperation on specific topics
Title (Region),
Budget + LOE
MassBays State of the
Bays planning and
outreach (Central Staff)

Description

Ongoing Building on the
ETT, plan and implement
the State of the Bays water
quality and habitat
240h
assessment, report(s), and
outreach activities
Investigating aquaculture- New Convene scientists,
eelgrass interactions to
resource managers and
inform policy (Central
aquaculturists in a series of
Staff)
workshops to discuss the
occurrence, perception and
30h
solutions around eelgrass
and aquaculture
interactions. Ecosystem
services provided by
eelgrass, including carbon
sequestration, will be
presented.
Local priority program
Ongoing Partnership
development and
building and project
education and outreach,
development, funding
including regional
efforts, and collaboration
conferences (Central
with environmental and
Staff, All Regions)
other partner
organizations and entities
$75,000 + 200h UNS
toward meeting the CCMP
$2000 + 40h CC
goals
100h SS
80h MB
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CWA core program
CCMP outcome
All CWA core programs

Partners

CZM, DER, DMF, DEP,
MWRA, Mass Rivers
All CCMP outcomes
Alliance, Management
Committee, Towns,
regional scientific and
policy partners
(7) Protecting large aquatic MIT SeaGrant, DMF, TNC
ecosystems
(G) Well-informed,
multisector input to
decision making which
includes underserved
communities

All CWA core programs
All CCMP outcomes
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Municipalities, nonprofits,
businesses, and
government agencies

July 1, 2022 to June 30, 2023

Timeline & Deliverables
1) State of the Bays
Symposium or other public
launch of the ETT,
incorporating findings of the
ESG
(Q1) List of workshop invitees
and presenters, outline of
workshop topics and
discussions, (Q2 - Q3)
workshops take place and
meeting minutes shared with
participants

(Q1-4) Quarterly updates
regarding local initiatives
and progress (e.g., BHEN,
WAA, BCCRS), (Q1-4)
Quarterly updates as
relevant regarding regional
conferences (e.g., Cape Cod
Coastal Conference, Great
Marsh Symposium, NEERS),
including copies of
presentations, (Q4) List of
networks and MassBays role

Strategy 2.2 continued
Title (Region),
Budget + LOE
Support municipal and
regional actions that
promote resilient coastal
habitats and
communities through
the use of nature-based
solutions (Upper North
Shore, Lower North
Shore, Cape Cod)
$125,000 + 200h UNS
$40,000 + 400h LNS
$1000 + 20h CC

Greenscapes, Merrimack
Valley Stormwater
Collaborative (North
Shore)
$57,500 + 120h LNS
$14,500 + 50h UNS

Description
Ongoing Work with
partners and communities to
encourage planning for
climate change and adoption
of municipal bylaws and
adaptation measures that
promote resilient coastal
habitats, and use of naturebased solutions. Activities
include assistance to review
stormwater, wetland, zoning,
and subdivision bylaws and
regulations as they relate to
LID, green infrastructure,
and climate resiliency;
secure funding via MVP and
Coastal Resilience grant
programs and plan and
implement those projects;
and share lessons learned.
Ongoing Create and
disseminate outreach
information, activities, and
materials on stormwater
management to Greenscapes
member communities and
Stormwater Collaborative
members, in support of
DPW directors and
stormwater coordinators.
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CWA core program
CCMP outcome
(5) Protecting wetlands

Partners

Timeline & Deliverables

(D) Resilient coastal
habitat, including
nature-based coastal
protection

NSF, EEA,
DEP, IRWA,
Upper and
Lower North
Shore, Metro
Boston, and
Cape Cod
municipalities,
especially
Marblehead
and Salem

(Q1) Model bylaw language for climate
resiliency; (Q4) List of communities
assisted and the assistance provided,
(Q3) MassBays newsletter article
describing one case study and lessons
learned (Q3-4) At least two letters of
support for municipal proposals, (Q4)
List of and links to presentations and
publications produced

(2) Identifying polluted
waters and developing
plans to restore them

IRWA, more
than 25
municipalities

(Q1) List of Greenscapes communities,
(Q2-3) MS4 Outreach and Education
(via webinars, lectures, personal
assistance), (Q1-Q4) Stormwater
Collaborative meeting agendas and
attendee lists, (Q1-4) “Keeping Water
Clean (KWC)” school program, list of
on-demand presentations delivered
(“Why Stormwater Matters,”
“Greenscapes 101,” “Slow the Flow” or
other agreed upon topic); Updated SW
Collaborative website

(6) Protecting coastal
waters through the
National Estuary
Program

(C) Improved water
quality
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Strategy 2.2, continued
Title (Region),
Budget + LOE
Great Marsh Symposium
and field trips (Upper
North Shore)
$10,000 + 35h

Support municipal and
regional actions that
promote resilient coastal
habitats and
communities through
the use of nature-based
solutions (Metro
Boston)
200h MB

Description
Ongoing Support outreach
and education of local
audiences through an inperson symposium focused
on road elevations and
crossings in the marsh, as
well as field trips in Fall
2022 and Spring 2023
Ongoing Connect NU
researchers and other
experts to communities
interested in green coastal
infrastructure and living
shorelines. Support and
collaborate on regional
projects.
New (postponed from
FFY21) Organize and
facilitate NSF Convergence
Accelerator workshops that
bring together experts and
leaders from academia,
government, industry, and
nonprofits with the goal
of leveraging nature-based
solutions as a framework to
explore and shape codevelopment of convergent
research that is stakeholderdriven, inclusive, and
focused on implementation
of sustainability solutions
that promote clean, safe,
smart, and equitable coastal
communities
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CWA core program
CCMP outcome
(6) Protecting
wetlands
(G) Well-informed,
multisector input to
decision making which
includes underserved
communities
(5) Protecting
wetlands
(6) Protecting coastal
waters through the
National Estuary
Program

Partners

Timeline & Deliverables

IRWA, ECGA,
Parker River
Clean Water
Association,
CZM, ENHC,
MAPC,
MassAudubon,
Trustees
BHEN, Metro
Boston
municipalities, ;
Knowinnovation,
ngo partners

(Q1) Agenda and list of presenters,
(Q2) Copy of presentation by RC, (Q3)
List of field trips and number of
participants

(D) Resilient coastal
habitat, including
nature-based coastal
protection
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July 1, 2022 to June 30, 2023

(Q1-4) Dates and locations, number of
participants for three waterfront site
visits (virtual as necessary), (Q3-4)
Documentation of at least two letters
of support for municipal
implementation proposals, (Q3)
Number of participants and outcomes
of Convergence Accelerator Workshops

Strategy 2.2 continued
Title (Region),
Budget + LOE
Adopt a Beach and
Talking Trash for Clean
Oceans (Lower North
Shore)
$4000 + 40h

Maintain the Mystic
River Urban Waters
Federal Partnership and
coordinate Federal input
to Mystic River
initiatives (Mystic River)
1040h

Description
Ongoing Work with the
public and schools to build
marine debris awareness
and institute behavior
changes. Projects include
conducting Adopt a Beach
trainings, supporting
volunteer “Beachkeepers,”
hosting community service
projects, and educating the
public of the seriousness of
plastic litter on land and in
the oceans
Ongoing Coordinate the
quarterly meetings of the
EPA-convened Mystic River
Watershed Steering
Committee, represent the
partnership by participating
on regular conference/video
calls organized by EPA, the
Urban Waters Learning
Network, and/or other
Federal Partners, while
maintaining contact with
Region 1 and Urban Waters
Program re: needs
New Glean case studies and
lessons from other Urban
Waters locations to inform a
detailed Action Agenda to be
developed in collaboration
with Region 1 staff and
Federal Partners
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CWA core program
CCMP outcome
(6) Protecting coastal
waters through the
National Estuary
Program

Partners

Timeline & Deliverables

NOAA, Volunteer
Beachkeepers,
Talking Trash
Teens

(Q1-4) List of volunteer trainings and
numbers of volunteers, (Q3) List of
community service projects, (Q3)
report on litter reduction projects
implemented in cooperation with
restaurants, (Q4) List of relevant
publications and presentations

EPA, DEP, USGS,
HUD, FEMA,
DHSMystic River
Watershed
municipalities

(Q1-4) Agenda and sign-in sheets for
quarterly meetings, quarterly updates
on activities taken up in response to
EPA requests, (Q2) Initial Mystic River
Urban Waters workplan, to be revisited
quarterly, Summary of findings from
Urban Waters program interviews,
etc., (Q3) convene Federal Partners to
review the Partnership’s Action
Agenda in light of findings from other
Urban Waters programs

(E) Restored natural
communities

(2) Identifying
polluted waters and
developing plans to
restore them
(C) Improved water
quality
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Strategy 2.2 continued
Title (Region),
Budget + LOE
Implement local actions
to improve conditions in
the Mystic River
Watershed (Mystic
River)
624h

Provide communications
and outreach support to
the Mystic and
Merrimack watershed
communities (Mystic
River, Merrimack River)

Description
Ongoing Facilitate on-theground projects to increase
public awareness of
watershed natural resources
and engage residents in
stewardship efforts,
especially those aligned with
the Trash Free Mystic
project

Ongoing Maintain public
communications platforms
and watershed-specific enewsletters

416h
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CWA core program
CCMP outcome
(2) Identifying
polluted waters and
developing plans to
restore them

Partners

Timeline & Deliverables

EPA, USGS, DEP,
Mystic River
Watershed
municipalities

(Q1-Q4) Quarterly updates on
activities and outcomes associated with
Trash Free Mystic programs, invasive
species management, Open Space and
Mystic Greenways programs (Q2)
Compilation of water quality report
card announcements and data from
the Neponset, Charles, and Mystic
Rivers provided to EPA

EPA, FEMA,
HUD, USGS,
DEP, MRWC,
Mystic and
Merrimack River
municipalities

(Q1-4) Provide content to EPA Region
1 website (www.epa.gov/mysticriver)
and other relevant pages, Quarterly enews to the Mystic River Watershed
Steering Committee, Quarterly e-news
to Merrimack River watershed
community (Q4) Distribution lists for
both e-news outputs, Agenda and
attendee list from the biennial Mystic
River Watershed Initiative Science
Forum

(C) Improved water
quality
(G) Well-informed,
multisector input to
decision making which
includes underserved
communities
(7) Protecting large
aquatic ecosystems
(G) Well-informed,
multisector input to
decision making which
includes underserved
communities
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Strategy 2.3 Provide access to, and increase influence on decision making by underserved communities
Title (Region),
Budget + LOE
Public outreach
and education
about climate
change, its
impacts, and
adaptive measures
(Lower North
Shore)
$25,000 + 312h

Expanding DEI in
the marine
sciences (Metro
Boston)
320h

Description
Ongoing Increase general
climate change literacy and
knowledge about coastal
resiliency in the region, involving
EJ populations wherever possible.
Activities will include public
lectures and art installations,
teacher training on climate
change, and (pending funding)
implementation of two MVP
grants in EJ neighborhoods.

Ongoing Engage diverse
learners in watershed and coastal
science
literacy, bring new audiences to
MassBays’ mission. Share virtual
/ online learning tools and
experiences with diverse
audiences, including students in
underserved communities, for
example: Seagrass Explorer, a
virtual seagrass aquarium game; a
Career Panel to increase
awareness of paid marine science
opportunities in Boston and New
England; and the annual High
School Science Symposium, all
with the goal of making the field
more equitable, inclusive, and
diverse.
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CWA core program
CCMP outcome
(6) Protecting coastal
waters through the
National Estuary
Program

Partners

Timeline & Deliverables

Lower North Shore towns
and cities, SSCW
volunteers

(Q1-2) Lecture series “Keeping
History Above Water,” climate
sign project, “Remembrance of
Climate Futures”; (Q1-4) report
on outreach to EJ communities
adjacent to Peabody-Salem
Resilient North River Canal
Corridor & Riverwalk
Connection Project;(Q4) list of
events, photo-documentation of
wave tank and other
educational resources in use;
(Q2-4) Summary of activities
under MVP grants as funded
(Q4) List of accommodations
implemented to support new
participation by underserved
communities, (Q4)
Demographics of participants
and summary of program
evaluations of the High School
Science Symposium, (Q4) List
of panelists, number of
attendees and summary of
feedback related to a BHEN
Career Panel for undergraduate
and graduate students

(G) Well-informed,
multisector input to
decision making which
includes underserved
communities

All CWA core
programs
(G) Well-informed,
multisector input to
decision making which
includes underserved
communities
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NUMSC Outreach
Program, BHEN, MME,
MMC

July 1, 2022 to June 30, 2023

Strategy 2.3, continued
Title (Region),
Budget + LOE
Watershed and
coastal science
education (South
Shore, Lower North
Shore, Cape Cod)
75h SS
$2000 + 40h CC
Advancing
meaningful
engagement in
decision making
among EJ
communities
(Central Staff, All
Regions)
60h CS
$5000 + 100h LNS
40h UNS
80h MB
50h SS
$1000 + 20h CC
Connecting Coastal
Communities
(Central Staff)
120h

Description
Ongoing Engage diverse learners
in watershed and coastal science
education, bring new audiences to
MassBays’ mission, participate in
classroom and field professional
development for teachers

New With materials and insights
provided by Mystic River
Ambassador, engage EJ and other
underserved communities in
activities and outreach efforts, e.g.,
field trips, Ask-Me-Anything
sessions, orientations to state
agencies and their roles, and/or
hands-on assistance with local
habitat or water quality
investigations.

Ongoing As part of the NSF Smart
and Connected Communities
planning grant underway with
UMB, Facilitate a third workshop
with each of the two underserved
communities (Herring Pond
Wampanoag tribal community
[Plymouth] and the Cape Verdean
community in Falmouth), and then
a fourth, joint workshop to bring
both groups together.
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CWA core program
CCMP outcome
(6) Protecting coastal
waters through the
National Estuary
Program
(G) Well-informed,
multisector input to
decision making which
includes underserved
communities
(2) Identifying
polluted waters and
developing plans to
restore them
(G) Well-informed,
multisector input to
decision making which
includes underserved
communities

(2) Identifying
polluted waters and
developing plans to
restore them

Partners

Timeline & Deliverables

Marshfield
Community
Television, Norwell
Community
Television, CCSCR,
MassAudubon

(Q1-4) documentation of
accommodation and outreach to
support new participation by
underserved communities, (Q4)
List of events/presentations,
videos and podcasts, and
publications produced about
coastal topics

EPA and EEA EJ
Offices, MyRWA,
UMB, Local and
regional ngos working
with EJ and
underserved
communities,
especially the Herring
Pond Wampanoag
community
(Plymouth)

(Q3) results of an NSF-funded
investigation into environmental
priorities of the Herring Pond
Wampanoag community; (Q1-4)
record of meetings with EJ
organizations and priority issues
identified, as well as projects
taken up, (Q2) record of meetings
with each RC, (Q3) list of
potential partners for each region,
and their audiences, (Q4)
examples or list of outreach
materials, training, and/or other
support provided to the RCs

UMB, Woods Hole
Institute

(Q1) outcomes from each of the
3rd workshops, (Q2) Outcomes of
the joint workshop, (Q3)
Determination of whether the
group (including the community
members) will make a full
proposal for implementation
funding from
NSF under the same funding
program.

(G) Well-informed,
multisector input to
decision making which
includes underserved
communities
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Strategy 3.1 Establish target (improved) water quality and habitat conditions for each embayment
tied to desired uses and ecosystem services
Title (Region),
Budget + LOE
Develop targets for
diadromous fish
habitat extent and
condition (Central
Staff)

Description

CWA core program
CCMP outcome

New Establish 2050 habitat
goals to support diadromous fish
migration, spawning, and feeding
for MassBays embayments.

(6) Protecting coastal
waters through the
National Estuary
Program
All CCMP outcomes

Partners

Timeline & Deliverables

EPA ORD, STAC, DMF,
River Herring Network,
MIT Sea Grant,
Comprehensive
Environmental

(Q1) Final historical data
analysis; (Q2) Results of a
workshop to characterize the
habitat(s) required to sustain
migration and nursery areas for
diadromous fish species
(represented by herring); (Q4)
Diadromous fish habitat data
layer, including targets,
incorporated into the ETT

STAC, EPA ORD

(Q4) Manuscript submitted; (Q2)
List of socioeconomic metrics
and associated datasets; (Q3)
Shapefiles and characterization
of each by EDA assessment area
for MassBays Story Map update;
List of potential areas for
restoration to benefit EJ
communities

STAC, EPA, UMB

(Q1) ESG implementation plan;
Results of updated EPA
document analysis; (Q2) report
from a meeting to examine
outcomes of local stakeholder
workshops (FFY20) alongside
new data sets; (Q3) Suggested
messaging for use with
communities that connects
priority ecosystem services with
CCMP habitat targets.

80h

Update and expand
utility of EDA
(Central Staff, Metro
Boston)
60h CS
240h MB

Ecosystem Services
Gradient assessment
for Estuaries in
MassBays (Central
Staff)

New (postponed from
FFY21) Disseminate results of
EDA 2.1 and add new variables to
support examining relationships
among stressor, resource, and
socio-economic factors, and
identify priorities for
environmental justice and
restoration

(6) Protecting coastal
waters through the
National Estuary
Program

New ESG-based
characterization of MassBays
coastal habitats to facilitate
relevant education and outreach
to local stakeholders

(6) Protecting coastal
waters through the
National Estuary
Program

160h
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All CCMP outcomes

All CCMP outcomes
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Strategy 3.1, continued
Title (Region),
Budget + LOE
Develop Habitat
Potential Indices
(Central Staff)
220h

Merrimack River
Water Quality
Improvements
(Upper North Shore)
$10,000 + 50h

CWA core program
CCMP outcome

Description
New (pending funding)
Develop water quality-based
indices for habitat health to be
incorporated into the ETT. The
indices will facilitate
interpretation of water quality
data presented in the Tool, and
provide water quality-based
targets to meet the CCMP habitat
goals. This project will build on
previous work done to identify
WQ thresholds for inclusion in
the ETT

(6) Protecting coastal
waters through the
National Estuary
Program

Ongoing Establish and
implement regional goals to
improve water quality on the
Merrimack River. Oversee and
provide administrative and
technical support to the MRDC
and its members in collaboration
with MRWC

(2) Identifying
polluted waters and
developing plans to
restore them

Massachusetts Bays National Estuary Partnership
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Partners

Timeline & Deliverables

EPA ORD, UHI, STAC

(Q1-2) Proposal submitted for
funding; (Q3-4) HPIs
determined for salt marsh,
eelgrass, tidal flats, and
diadromous fish habitat

MWRC, Merrimack
watershed communities
and legislative delegation,
NECC, WWTPs,
Merrimack River
recreational users,
Planning Commissions
(MA & NH)

(Q2) Results of efforts to
develop a Web-based Early
Alert Monitoring
Tool; (Q4) Tool available
online to MVPC communities
via MVPC website

All CCMP outcomes

(G) Well informed,
multisector input into
decision making which
includes underserved
communities
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Strategy 3.2 Guide and assist local action to expand habitat and improve water quality according to targets
Title (Region),
Budget + LOE
Publish Seagrass
and Oyster
Restoration Story
Map (Metro Boston)
320h

Finalize Boston
Harbor Habitat
Atlas (Metro
Boston)
160h

Greening Gateway
Cities Program
(Lower North
Shore)
$15,ooo + 312h
Northern Great
Marsh Hydrology
Restoration (Upper
North Shore)
$20,000 + 35h

Description
Ongoing Disseminate the
results of a project surveying
seagrass and oyster restoration
and management projects in
Massachusetts to inform future
efforts

CWA core program
CCMP outcome
(7) Protecting large
aquatic systems

Timeline & Deliverables

SeagrassNet,
BHEN, others TBD

(Q2) Summary table of survey
and interview responses from
oyster and seagrass restoration
practitioners; (Q3) Summary
of comments on draft revised
Story Map provided by at least
two partner networks; (Q4)
List of improvements made
based on user feedback; Story
Map launched

BHEN

(Q2) Fully functioning Atlas
available; (Q4) incorporate
Seagrass and Oyster
Restoration Story Map

Salem Tree
Commissioner, DCR

(Q1-4) Number of trees
planted, mapping distribution
on public and private property;
(Q4) List of education &
outreach actions, including via
social media
(Q1) Map of potential runnel
installations and planned dune
stabilization; (Q2) Permits for
work in wetland resource
areas, (Q4) Map of
implementation sites

(E) Restored natural
communities

Ongoing Update from the beta
version the online, interactive
Atlas depicting locations,
background educational
information about the habitats,
past and ongoing research
efforts, and opportunities to
participate in habitat protection

(6) Protecting coastal
waters through the
National Estuary Program

Ongoing Serve as outreach
partner for Salem’s Greening
Gateway City program,
promoting progress toward the
program goal of planting 2400
trees in EJ neighborhoods.
New Assess tide-shed
hydrology and proximity to
creek system, identify runnel
application sites, obtain
permits, and implement runnels
in the Hampton/ Seabrook/
Salisbury marshes. Evaluate
need for dune restoration in
Salisbury, Newburyport and
Newbury.

(7) Protecting Large
Aquatic Ecosystems
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Partners

All CCMP outcomes

(E) Restored natural
communities
(5) Protecting wetlands
(B) improved habitat
continuity and restored
hydrology

UNH, NWF, Towns
of Hampton,
Seabrook, Salisbury,
Newburyport,
Newbury, NHDES,
NH-based ngos

(E) Restored natural
communities
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Strategy 3.2 continued
Title (Region),
Budget + LOE
Pepperweed
Management and
Control (North
Shore)
$2000 + 52h LNS
$65,000 +65h UNS

Eelgrass
Restoration (Upper
North Shore)
$60,000 + 90h

Taking steps to
protect eelgrass
from impacts of
docks and
recreational boating
(Lower North
Shore)
$2000 + 100h

CWA core program
CCMP outcome
(5) Protecting wetlands

Description
Ongoing Physical pulling of
pepperweed to restore native
high marsh community and
coastal resilience in Ipswich,
Rowley, Newbury in the Great
Marsh, and in Salem Sound
communities

(E) Restored natural
communities

Ongoing Continue to restore
pilot eelgrass site to Middle
Ground in Plum Island Sound;
investigate and establish pilot
eelgrass sites where warranted
in Northern Plum Island Sound
and Salisbury waterways, using
divers to re-establish eelgrass
near the destroyed restoration
site in Essex Bay; engage
volunteers in Great Marsh
eelgrass restoration effort via
eelgrass seeding
New (pending funding)
Enhance estuarine seagrass
habitat by informing
management efforts to reduce
stressors impacting seagrass
habitat, as well as new sitespecific monitoring in Salem
Sound.
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(7) Protecting Large
Aquatic Ecosystems
(E) Restored natural
communities

(7) Protecting large
aquatic ecosystems
(E) Restored natural
communities
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Partners

Timeline & Deliverables

Volunteers, Parker
River NWR,
MassAudubon

(Q1, Q3) List and map of
prioritized sites, (Q3) Number
of trained volunteers &
volumes pulled, (Q4) Map of
pepperweed sites with list of
areas monitored and/or
treated, with status (presenceabsence removal)

BU, Parker River
NWR, Mass
Audubon,
Nantucket Land
Council, volunteers

(Q1-4) Photos and interim
reports documenting harvest
and planting (restoring) at the
Middle ground pilot site, (Q2,
Q3) Report on investigations
of potential new pilot sites,
including number of green
crabs trapped; (Q1, Q2, Q4)
Monitor and report on eelgrass
success in Plum Island Sound;
(Q1, Q2, Q4) photodocumentation of diver
restoration in Essex Bay
(Q4) List of presentations,
sample presentation materials
used for outreach to describe
the impact of docks and floats
on eelgrass; (Q4) One-page
summary report on community
monitoring of eelgrass using
iSeaGrass and the Eelgrass
Blitz protocol

Salem &
Marblehead
harbormasters,
Conservation
Commissions,
private dock
owners, DMF, EPA,
ACOE, UNH, SSCW
volunteer

July 1, 2022 to June 30, 2023

Strategy 3.2 continued
Title (Region),
Budget + LOE
Promote LID (Lower
North Shore)
$20,000 + 312h

Identify and
implement
stormwater
mitigation and lowimpact development
projects (Cape Cod)

Description
Ongoing Promote and
implement LID and stormwater
green infrastructure in MassBays
communities, maintain
Commercial Street and Winter
Island rain gardens in Salem,
and share lessons learned

Ongoing Identify and
implement priority projects with
partners, as part of APCC’s
Restoration Coordination Center
(RCC) activities.

$19,000 + 380h

Massachusetts Bays National Estuary Partnership
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CWA core program
CCMP outcome
(4) Addressing diffuse,
nonpoint sources of
pollution

Partners

Timeline & Deliverables

Greenscapes North Shore
Coalition; LNS
municipalities

(Q4) List of presentations and
publications, as well as technical
assistance and grant support
provided, (Q4) documentation of
one newly implemented LID
approach, (Q1-4) Photodocumentation of flood/storm
conditions at rain gardens; (Q2-4)
Document use of LID
maintenance videos (produced
with FY21 CZM CPR grant funds)
by local DPW departments
(Q1-4) Each quarter, provide the
following:
• list of communities assisted
and type of assistance
provided (e.g., grantwriting
assistance, monitoring,
training, other)
• progress reports re: priority
projects and actions
undertaken
• proposals submitted with
RSP assistance, including
grant program, title, partners,
requested amount, and
outcome
• list of outreach and training
events activities and
audiences

(C) Improved water
quality

(2) Identifying
polluted waters and
developing plans to
restore them
(4) Addressing diffuse,
nonpoint sources of
pollution

Cape Cod towns, CCCD,
NRCS, DER, CZM, DMF,
CCC, CCCE, WHOI Sea
Grant

(C) Improved water
quality
(E) Restored natural
communities
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Strategy 3.2 continued
Title (Region),
Description
Budget + LOE
State of the Waters:
Ongoing work with partners
Cape Cod (Cape
to maintain and update a
Cod)
comprehensive “State of the
Waters: Cape Cod” program to
$26,000 + 500h
report on the condition of the
Cape’s coastal and fresh waters
and their problems, causes, and
possible solutions. Water
quality grades will be reported
via an annual report, rollout at
APCC’s annual meeting, via a
dedicated website, and other
outreach materials. The goal is
to promote action to protect
and restore water quality
through an Action Plan that
contains recommendations for
protection and restoration of
water quality. Progress towards
improving water quality and
successes will be highlighted in
the report and website. The
project is intended to serve as a
model for other communities
Launch and support New Announce availability and
use of Ecohealth
provide demonstrations of the
Tracking Tool
new ETT and its utility for
(Central Staff)
informing local action,
including monitoring, mapping,
120h
and restoration.

CWA core program
CCMP outcome
(6) Protecting coastal
waters through the
National Estuary
Program
(C) Improved water
quality
(F) Robust interagency
and interdisciplinary
collaboration and
partnerships

(6) Protecting coastal
waters through the
National Estuary
Program

Partners

Timeline & Deliverables

CCS, Buzzards Bay
Coalition, CCC, SMASTUMass Dartmouth,
WBNERR, MBL
Ecosystems Center,
CZM, MET, Cape Cod
towns

(Q2) List of WQ data sources for
2021 monitoring in coastal waters,
fresh water bodies, groundwater,
drinking water, and other water
resources, including in underserved
communities (Q2) Final report for
2022 (grades up to and including
2021 as available), (Q1-4) Dates and
attendees lists from Advisory
Committee meetings, (Q4) Draft list
of 2022 data sources in preparation
for 2023 update, (Q4) Updated
outreach materials, including
website; List of presentations and
publications; Updated Action Plan
to include reports on successes and
progress in protecting and
improving water quality; Document
engagement with SNEP and CCC to
assist CS in uploading water quality
data to WQX

Mass Rivers Alliance,
Coastal Monitoring
Network, BHEN, Salt
Marsh and Eelgrass
Working Groups

(Q1) Announcements of ETT launch,
presentations and one-on-one
demonstrations

(C) Improved water
quality
(E) Restored natural
communities
Strategy 3.3 Maintain MassBays’ National Estuary Program Status
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Title (Region),
Budget + LOE
Establish MassBays
as a Center within
the School for the
Environment at
UMass Boston
(Central Staff)

Description
New MassBays will
implement transition to a new
host institution, creating new
opportunities for
diversification of our funding
and communications efforts.

CWA core program
CCMP outcome
(6) Protecting coastal
waters through the
National Estuary
Program

Partners

Timeline & Deliverables

UMB

(Q1) Complete staff and files transfer to
UMB, (Q2) Convert MassBays website to
a new platform, (Q1-4) Explore
opportunities and apply for new funding
for implementing the CCMP, identify
opportunities for new partnerships and
research within the institution, and
establish communication with legislative
offices for education and outreach
consistent with Federal guidelines.
Central staff: (Q1) Final CCMP
submitted to EPA Region 1, including
updates to all sections and actions as
needed, as well as planned spending
under the Bipartisan Infrastructure Law
(BIL, the Infrastructure Investment and
Jobs Act of 2021); Updated Monitoring
Plan to reflect planned BIL investments;
(Q2) Updated Finance Plan and new
Communications Plan that reflects
MassBays’ new host situation; (Q2-3)
NEPORT submissions to EPA; (Q1-4)
Management Committee quarterly
meeting agendas and summaries; project
and activity updates for MC review and
information; List of at least four
submitted proposals for funding; (Q4)
Annual Report published; Proposed
FFY23 workplan submitted to EPA
Regional Coordinators: (Q1-4)
Updates on activities and progress,
attendance at quarterly MC meetings;
(Q2-3) NEPORT submissions to
MassBays; (Q1-4) Acknowledgement of
EPA/ MassBays support noted on RSP
websites and (as relevant) outreach
materials and publications; (Q4) End-of-

All CCMP Goals

400h
Convene and
support the
Management
Committee and
Local Governance
Committees for
input on MassBays
CCMP
implementation,
Prepare Program
Evaluation materials
and host an EPA site
visit (Central Staff,
All Regions)

Ongoing Meet the
requirements of S.320
Funding Guidance provided by
EPA, soliciting community
stakeholder input to prioritize
yearly workplans to implement
the CCMP. Develop and
submit proposals for funding
beyond S.320 from diverse
sources. Implement strategic
communications to highlight
successes. Prepare for and host
EPA Program Evaluation in
Spring 2023.

(6) Protecting coastal
waters through the
National Estuary
Program

MC members, STAC,
LGCs (8TGM, LNS
LGC, BHEN Steering
Committee, SS LGC,
BCCRS)

All CCMP Goals

1200h CS
est. 100h/Region
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year reports on progress and proposed
ongoing and new activities for FFY23
developed with input from
EJ/underserved communities, and LGCs
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D. Budget
MassBays is requesting reimbursement of pre-award costs, up to 90 days, for the work included in this
plan.
Narrative
These notes refer to Table 2, MassBays National Estuary Program Proposed Budget,
FFY2022.
Assumptions – Section 320 funding allocation to MassBays will be $750,000. An additional $909,800
will be allocated through a separate cooperative agreement under the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs
Act appropriation (referred to as BIL).
Proposed Spending
Salaries for two staff: Executive Director (0.8FTE), and Staff Scientist (0.65FTE). The remainder
of these full-time staff salaries will be funded under BIL, as described in a separate workplan. The
Coastal Data Scientist’s salary, fringe, and indirect costs are covered by the NOAA Project of
Special Merit Grant, the EPA Exchange Network Grant, and BIL.
Fringe benefits: Fringe benefits are negotiated annually between the Commonwealth of MA,
UMB and the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS). Fringe benefits are costs
associated with employee related expenses including health plan, pension plan, and workman's
compensation expenses among others. UMB has four fringe rates in accordance with the
University’s FY2022 Fringe Benefits and Payroll Tax Rates memorandum and NICRA.
Rate #1 General Fringe, 37.46%
Rate #2 Health and Welfare, $33 Bi-weekly/FTE
Rate #3 Payroll Tax, 1.97%
Rate #4 Worker’s Compensation Insurance, 0.26%
These rates are applied based on the personnel appointment type, benefitted/non-benefitted
status, period of service and salary rates. In this case the appointment, benefits status, period of
service and applicable rates are as follows:
Personnel

Appointment

PI Pam DiBona
Senior Scientist
Prassede Vella

Professional Benefitted
Professional Benefitted

Period of
service
Calendar
Calendar

Applicable Rates
Rates 1, 2, 3, 4
Rates 1, 2, 3, 4

Contractual
• Heroku app hosting. MassBays is supporting access to iSeaGrass, an app that allows users to
provide real-time, field-based reporting about eelgrass presence/absence, condition, and
other parameters. Cost is $24.99/month.
Other Expenses
• Regional Service Providers. This year we request a total of $315,000 to come from the §320
base grant monies for RSP support. Budgets and justifications are included in Table 5.
• Mystic River Watershed Association/Urban Waters Program. Pending allocation of up to
$90,000 supplemental funds through EPA’s Urban Waters Program, MassBays will award
those funds to MyRWA to carry out activities aligned with that program, including salary for a
Mystic River Ambassador to ensure alignment of MyRWA activities across Federal entities
and MassBays’ CCMP. Budget and justification is included in Table 6.
• Participant support costs. MassBays will host an event to announce the revised CCMP for an
Massachusetts Bays National Estuary Partnership
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assumed 100 attendees. Costs include a light lunch ($25 per person) and room rental fees
($2500). In addition, we will provide light refreshments ($5.55 per person) for our 25 MC
members for an annual in-person Committee meeting.
Travel (see Table 3)
We propose new funding of $6042 for the following:
• NEP national meetings
o Fall Technical Transfer Meeting, to take place in New Orleans in association with the
Restore America’s Estuaries Conference (Central Staff/3 travelers)
o Spring 2023 Annual Meeting, Washington DC (Director/1 traveler)
• Other Professional Development Conferences
o Assuming limited travel expenses and registration fees for professional development
and regional conferences, New England-wide
• Regional meetings, workshops, and site visits
o CCMP implementation oversight, regional education & outreach workshops, grantee
site visits, etc., MassBays-wide
• NE Regional NEP meetings
o Visits for collaboration and joint programming discussions, New England-wide
(Director and Staff Scientist)
Indirect Charges
The University of Massachusetts Boston has a Facilities and Administrative overhead rate of 52.5%, which
is a federally negotiated indirect cost rate agreement between University of Massachusetts Boston and the
Department of Health and Human Services effective 10/02/2020. The indirect rate is charged to
expenditures relating to direct costs including the first $25,000 of each RSP subaward and excluding
equipment. UMass Boston’s threshold for equipment is $5,000.
Matching Funds
Subgrantees. Regional partners, in their scopes of work to serve as RSPs to MassBays, identify sources of
match for the program. Direct match of at least 50% is required; this year a total of $253,125 is offered by
the RSPs (Table 7). Mystic River Watershed Association will provide 100% match to their Urban Waters
subaward of $90,000.
Program Match. Several of the RSPs have also identified a substantial cash and in-kind match, detailed in
Table 7. These funding sources are linked directly to the implementation of the CCMP, a total of $697,449
(detailed in Table 8). Sources of match offered include revenue from membership, state and local grants,
private foundations, etc., as well as the work of staff within these organizations on projects specifically
related to our estuarine restoration and conservation efforts.
In addition, $7234 in-kind services are anticipated from Management Committee and Subcommittee
members not already accounted for in the RSP match; MassBays will receive $150,000 state funds this
fiscal year from DEP for implementation of the Massachusetts Coastal Condition Assessment. These items
total $157,234.
Total match offered is $846,266, or 101% match, comprised of the following non-Federal categories:
State: $150,000
Local: $57,000
Other (including in-kind labor): $639,266
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Table 2. MassBays National Estuary Program Proposed Budget, FFY2022

FFY22 Section 320 Grant Application
Massachusetts Bays National Estuary Program Proposed Expenditures
Personnel
subtotal, salaries

$165,550

Fringe benefits
40.48% (salaries)

$66,951
subtotal, fringe

$66,951

total, salaries + fringe

$232,501

Travel
ANEP, EPA meetings

$6,042
subtotal, travel

$6,042

Contractual
Heroku app hosting service, AquaQAPP & iSeaGrass
subtotal, contractual

$300
$300

Other
Regional Service Providers (5 subawards)

$315,000

Mystic River Watershed Association

$90,000

Participant support costs
subtotal, other

$5,139
$410,139

Total Direct

$648,982

Indirect
52.5% (salaries + fringe, travel, supplies, & contracts)

$125,393

52.5% on RSP subawards (first $25K each, Y1 only)

$65,625

subtotal, indirect

$191,018

Total Request, FFY22

$840,000

Total Match, FY22

$403,125
$443,141
$846,266

Matching funds
Direct match
Project-specific match
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Table 3. Proposed Travel spending FFY2022

destination (# travelers)
NEP national Technical Transfer
meeting (New Orleans), 4nt (3
travelers)
Spring 2023 (Washington DC), 4d (1
traveler)
Other PD/Regional Conferences (2
attendees)

airfare

registration

$100

$ 200

$ 2,100

$ 450

$ 250

-

$ 100

$ 600

$ 150

-

$ 127

$ 1,450

0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0
0

1 car @
$.585/mi
0
$ 64.35
0
$ 93.60
$

100

Total S.320 Travel
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1 car @
$.585/mi
$ 46.80
$ 93.60
$168.48
$238.68
$ 59.67

0
0
0
0
0

(2

subtotals

lodging

$ 1,200

Regional meetings and site visits for
CCMP implementation, regionwide
education & outreach, etc.
Salem x2
Newburyport x2
Kingston x2
Wellfleet x2
Worcester (DEP) x1
Malden x2
Haverhill x2
NE Regional NEP meetings
travelers)
Portsmouth NH
Narragansett RI

ground
transportation

meals

$

1,192

$ 2,700

$
$
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600
6,042

Table 4. Project Match

APCC Match
Amount
Type of match (non-federal)
Direct match
$ 35,900 indirect, etc.
Monitor cyanobacteria
$ 90,200 Eddy grant
Monitor herring
$ 22,832 in-kind volunteer labor
State of the Waters
$ 2,000 APCC operating
NSRWA Match
Amount
Type of match (non-federal)
Direct match
$32,851 salaries, indirect, travel, supplies
diadromous fish monitoring
$25,000 in-kind
Coastal acidification monitoring
$750 in-kind
invasive species (purple loosestrife)
$7,500 in-kind
monitor and restore blue mussels
$4,125 In-kind
water quality monitoring
$36,700 In-kind
eelgrass in Duxbury-Kingston-Plymouth
$7,000 In-kind
MVPC Match
Amount
Type of match (non-federal)
Direct match
$100,904 MVPC operating, indirect
Implement Restoration of Eelgrass in
$12,000 Cash (MVPC), inkind (BU)
Plum Island Sound; Investigate
potential pilot eelgrass sites
Marsh Die-off Assessment
$5,000 Cash (MVPC), inkind (MADMF)
Great Marsh Phragmites Monitoring
$6,000 Cash (MVPC), inkind (contractor)
Great Marsh Pepperweed Management
$5,000 Cash (MVPC), inkind (volunteers, MAS)
& Control
Marine Invasive Monitoring
$1,800 Cash (MVPC), inkind (volunteers)
Marsh wrack assessment
$5,000 Cash (MVPC, MRWC), inkind (UNH)
Marsh Edge Erosion monitoring and
$3,000 Cash (MVPC), inkind (BU)
analysis
Stormwater Management
$14,500 Cash (MVPC)
Lower Merrimack River Initiative
$5,000 Cash (MVPC), inkind (BU, volunteers,
BU)
Microplastic Water Sampling
$5,000 Cash (MVPC), inkind (UNH)
Upper North Shore Specific Program
$10,000 Cash (MVPC)
Development
Merrimack River District Commission
$10,000 Cash (MVPC)
Beach Sand Microplastic Sampling
$5,000 Cash (MVPC), inkind (volunteers,
NECC)
Great Marsh Symposium
$3,000 Cash (MVPC), inkind (volunteers)
NUMSC Match
Amount
Type of match (non-federal)
Direct match
$35,910 indirect
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Table 4. Project Match continued

SSCW Task
Direct match
Sawmill Brook WQ & fisheries
Greenscapes

Amount

MyRWA Task
Mystic Baseline Water Quality
Monitoring Program
Cyanobacteria monitoring Program
River Herring Program

Amount
$56,000
$10,000
$14,000

Mystic Stewardship
Item
Management Committee attendance

Type of match (non-federal)
$45,860 indirect, operating
$2,500 in-kind volunteer, private
$57,000 Essex County municipalities

$10,000
amount

MassDEP MA Coastal Condition
Assessment
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Type of match (non-federal)
in-kind staff time, laboratory services,
and volunteer labor
Unrestricted private funds
in-kind volunteer labor, onsite and
virtual
in-kind staff time, volunteer labor

Type of match (non-federal)
$7,234 in-kind (15 non-fed, non-RSP
participants x 3h/mtg x 5 mtgs/y *
$32.15/h)
$150,000 state cash match
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Table 5. Regional Service Providers Budget Detail

Merrimack Valley Planning Commission
Line Item

Requested

Salaries

$24,000

Travel

Match

Total

$41,869

standard-rate mileage, travel
throughout the Upper North Shore
$4,200 Region
printing photos and maps; pvc
transect frames, microplastics
$960 sampling supplies

$4,200

Supplies

$960

Indirect

$33,840

$59,035

$63,000

$100,904

Total

Detail/Justification
1400 hours Regional Coordinator,
$65,869 no fringe charged

$92,875 141% on Salaries
$163,904

Salem Sound Coastwatch
Line Item

Requested

Salaries

$63,000

Travel

Match

Total

$25,000

$200

Supplies

$3,000

Indirect

$19,360
Total

$63,000

$47,560

Detail/Justification

$88,000 1700 hours, no fringe incurred
standard-rate mileage, travel
throughout the Lower North Shore
$200 Region
$3,000 water quality monitoring supplies
$19,360 22% on Salaries
$110,560

North and South Rivers Watershed Association
Line Item

Requested

Salaries & Fringe

Match

Total

$42,806

$24,559

Intern

$4,083

$1,677

Travel

$1,985

$815

Supplies

$177

$73

Other Direct Costs

$532

$218

$13,417

$5,509

$63,000

$32,851

Indirect
Total
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Detail/Justification
1400 hours Regional Coordinator,
$67,365 11% fringe on Salaries
$5,760 stipend
standard-rate mileage, travel
$2,800 throughout the South Shore Region
field monitoring supplies, including
$250 pvc pipes, duct tape, tools
Regional conference registration,
$750 publication fees
$18,926 23% on Salaries and Fringe
$95,851
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Association to Preserve Cape Cod
Line Item

Requested

Salaries & Fringe

Match

$63,000

$17,600

Other Direct Costs

$1,500

Indirect
Total

Total

$63,000

Detail/Justification

1600 hours Regional Coordinator,
$80,600 fringe rate 22% on Salaries
$1,500 software, sampling supplies

$16,800

$16,800 $12/hour

$35,900

$98,900

Northeastern University Marine Science Center
Line Item

Requested

Salaries & Fringe

Match

Total

$35,910

Detail/Justification
1600 hours Regional Coordinator,
$62,000 fringe rate 25.5% on Salaries
participant support costs: light
refreshments for quarterly BHEN
$1,000 meetings
unrecovered indirect costs, 57% of
$35,910 direct costs

$35,910

$98,910

$62,000

Other

$1,000

Indirect
Total

$63,000

Table 6. Urban Waters Budget Detail

Mystic River Watershed Association
Line Item

Requested

Salaries & Fringe

Match

$75,855

$0

$75,855

$0

$2,000

$0

$0

$0

$12,145

$0

$12,145

$ 90,000

$0

$ 90,000

$2,000

Travel
Other
Indirect
Total

Total
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Detail/Justification
Mystic River Ambassador salary,
fringe rate 17.2% on salaries
standard-rate mileage, travel
throughout the Mystic River
Watershed
15.6% on salary
programmatic match provided (see
Table 4)
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